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“O

ur job is the communication of science” is the
phrase we repeat like a mantra on our websites, on our social profiles and every time
someone asks us what we do. But the mantra isn't enough
to convey a satisfactory answer. And so we almost always
end up, somewhat clumsily, adding other words, sophisticated explanations and practical examples (“You know, like
Piero Angela!”) in order to explain what a communicator of
science actually does. We are rarely successful.
Why? Perhaps the reason is that we ourselves haven't
yet worked out what it really means to do this job. Maybe
because it's made up of many different jobs. And perhaps
some of us also find it difficult to consider it a 'proper' job, i.e.
one that is recognised socially and that you get paid for.

This slight sense of frustration is shared, and not only
by those of us at FRAME. We have come to realise this over
many years of working and talking directly to other communicators we meet around at science festivals as well as on
the many social forums. And it has become unequiv-ocally
clear to us during Folle di scienza, the event which we have
organised every year since 2017 in Strambino, a small town
between Ivrea and Turin. This event is a chance for many of
those who, in fact, define themselves as “communicators of
science” to meet, reflect and exchange ideas and opinions.
We have come to realise that we are a heterogeneous
group of professionals and enthusiasts of varying ages, inevitably, and with different careers behind us, who also vary
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in our approach, our objectives and the means we use to
reach them.
At the same time, however, we have many things in
common. Most certainly our attention to and passion for
science and the desire (or need) to communicate it to others. But also, probably, a methodology which we have borrowed from the scientific method. During the first edition
of Folle di scienza we worked to define the “ingredients”
of good scientific communication. The most important of
these was judged to be the ability to consider and explain
the complexity and uncertainty which are, inevitably, an integral part of science. But acquiring these ingredients isn't
so simple. We came to the conclusion that much work remains to be done in order to gain a greater awareness of the
instruments which (potentially) we have at our disposal, of
the reasons which induce us to use these instruments and
of the many and varied social consequences of our actions.
These needs, which emerged and were agreed upon
in Strambino, together with the desire to overcome the
sense of frustration that was mentioned earlier, are the
basis of the PICS project. We felt the need to examine
certain questions in an interdisciplinary way, interacting
with people with very different skill sets, and to share all that
emerged with the community of science communicators
and anyone else who might be interested for whatever
reason. This need met with the interest and support of the
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Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo within the framework
of its activities to promote the relationship between Science
and Society.
PiCS is the acronym for Picturing the Communication
of Science. It is a work group, it could be described as a think
tank, the results of which we would like to see contributing
to the broadening of the debate on the communication
of science in Italy and elsewhere. It has enabled us to
photograph the state of the communication of science and
to raise the bar regarding the quality of our profession.
We are not the first, nor are we the only ones, to pursue
an activity fuelled by these motivations and based on an
interdisciplinary approach. Our results should be seen as
the outcome of a specific experience. We do not claim that
they can be generalised or are applicable to every context,
but they could prove useful to others and therefore we have
decided to share them.
FRAME - Divagazioni Scientifiche
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Introduction

The work group
and methodology
The PiCS work group was formed with the involvement of eight professionals from different fields and with
different skills ranging from the philosophy and sociology
of science to artistic and scientific research, from audience
engagement to museology.
The following is a list of the members of the PICS work
group, their affiliations and specialist fields:

•

Renato Bruni, Department of Food and Drug
Science, University of Parma – Communication of Science
and Scientific Research;
•
Pier Luigi Capucci, Academy of Fine Arts of Urbino
and L'Aquila, University of Udine, NOEMA – Art, science and
technology;
•
Vincenzo Crupi, Center for Logic, Language and
Cognition, University of Turin – Philosophy of science and
cognitive sciences;
•
Nicola Facciotto, Founder and CEO of Kalatà –
audience engagement/development;
•
Christian Greco, Director of the Egyptian Museum of
Turin – Museology and scientific research;

•

Daniela Ovadia, Center for Ethics in Science and
Journalism, Milan – Communication of science and scientific
research;
•
Walter
Quattrociocchi, Laboratory of Data
Science and Complexity, University Ca’ Foscari of Venice –
Computational social sciences;
•
Fabiana Zollo, University Ca’ Foscari and Center for
the Humanities and Social Change, Venice – Computational
social sciences.
Christian Greco and Walter Quattrociocchi took part
during the intial phases of the project and contributed to
the stimulation and enhancement of the general reflection
on the subject. The others were all active participants in the
whole process right up to the current publication, working
closely with Paola Sabbione from the Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo and with the members of FRAME.
Before every work group meeting, the various
members all shared articles and study materials with the
aim of illustrating their personal point of view regarding the
aspect of science communication which was to be examined
on each occasion. The fundamental concepts which
emerged from the meetings were gathered, processed
and summarised graphically in sketchnotes produced by
Jacopo Sacquegno. These graphic charts served as effective
material for the preparation of the following meeting.
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The Compagnia di San Paolo
Foundation for the 			
communication of Science
The Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo is a “former
bank foundation” legally established in 1990 (the Amato/
Carli Bill), after the Banking Institute San Paolo of Turin
was converted to a joint stock company. The tradition of
the Foundation has far more ancient roots dating from the
creation of the first confraternity in 1563.
The mission of the Foundation is to pursue socially
useful objectives by using the income from its assets to
promote cultural, civil and economic development within
the broad thematic areas into which its institutional
activity is organised. These include three main thematic
Goals: Culture, People and the Planet which are in line
with the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
The Compagnia's work is carried out through grants
and projects directly managed by its own organisation and
instrumental bodies: the Fondazione per la Scuola, the
Ufficio Pio, the Fondazione 1563 per l'Arte e la Cultura, the
Collegio Carlo Alberto, the Istituto Superiore sui Sistemi
Territoriali per l’Innovazione, the Fondazione Links and the
Italian Institute for Genomic Medicine.
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The Foundation deploys a range of instruments focused on the chosen objectives. First of all, its institutional
funding which is itself implemented through various tools:
from operational projects and strategies managed by the
instrumental bodies to calls for projects, internal projects
and grant-making, which can include projects lasting several years and which are organically integrated in conventional frameworks. In parallel, there are the returns on the
invested assets, the main purpose of which is to finance the
institutional funding programme but which are also used
for mission related purposes. Increasingly, the Fondazione
Compagnia di San Paolo also offers its partners support in
enhancing their potential for development. It offers training opportunities in capacity building towards improved
organisation and management, in the control of crucial
factors like the generation of data and their exploitation,
as well as in impact finance, strategic communication and
fundraising.
In the last five years the topics connected to the
relationship between Science and Society and the
involvement of the Foundation have been increasingly
developed. In 2015 this thematic area was included in a
sector devoted to Cultural Innovation with the intention
of widening its range of action by placing it alongside
promoting cultural awareness in the broadest sense, at
the same time encouraging interaction with other fields
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of action which address the languages of contemporary
artistic and cultural expression, the focus on the public
and their engagement in cultural processes, the focus on
cultural professions and the contribution that the new
technologies and the digital world bring to culture. Starting
from 2020 these topics have been included in the main Goal
Culture, in a specific mission focused on encouraging active
participation, considering the worth of scientific culture as
a driver for building a new active citizenship.
The Foundation's engagement in the sector
Science and Society addresses questions which, in fact,
in a transversal and interdisciplinary way, touch on other
themes which the Compagnia deals with in the Goal
Culture. On the one hand, the intention is to include the
communication of science into the cultural panorama as
an important enabling element for the improvement of
public awareness (scientific citizenship). At the same time,
it opens pathways between the approaches and methods
of Audience Engagement, now widespread in the cultural
arena, and actions in the field of Public Engagement and
Citizen Science; a complex of activites relating to scientific
research in which citizens take part at different levels, from
sharing information to engaging people specific phases
of the research process. Careful and constant attention
is also paid to the ever-growing number of initiatives
which combine creativity with technology and science
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(Art&Science). Finally, the Foundation aims at focusing on
cultural professions which include those connected with
the communication and popularisation of science.
Among the most important projects to which the
Compagnia has lent its support we should mention the
Genoa Science Festival and the Compagnia's contribution
over the last five years to the creation of the partnership
Sistema Scienza Piemonte that brings together the
principal bodies in Turin that concern themselves with the
dissemination of scientific culture. The main objective of the
Sistema Scienza Piemonte is to coordinate and harmonise
the various activities regarding the communication of
science carried out in the area of Turin and Piedmont, in
order to present, within the social and cultural life of the
area, an organised series of events aimed at increasing
scientific and technological awareness among the public.
In conjunction with this, the Foundation has initiated
the search for new players and the development of innovative
formats dedicated to the relationship between science and
society. This follows on from the European reflection on the
subject (open science) and from the priorities which are
emerging from the present public debate in terms of the
diffusion of scientific knowledge and the participation of all
genders in scientific study and professions.
It is in this context that the relationship with the
Association FRAME – Divagazioni scientifiche was initiated
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in connection with some projects dedicated to the
methodology of scientific communication and aspects
relating to the professions operating in this field.
Folle di Scienza – Strambinaria, three days of dialogue
and debate between scientific communicators, launched in
2017. The event was consolidated in the course of the second
edition and highlighted the need to create a community
of professionals in the field of communicating science at a
national level.
FRAME – in agreement with the Compagnia di San
Paolo – became convinced of the need to give continuity
to the reflections and stimuli raised during Folle di Scienza
by creating a space for study and research, with regular opportunities for meetings and discussion, bringing together professionals from various fields: journalists, researchers
and university lecturers in both arts and sciences, entrepreneurs and cultural managers and scientific communicators.
The Compagnia has supported the activities of the
think tank since its conception, promoting the involvement
of people with a wide range of different skills. By actively
employing its own resources, the Foundation has
furthered its goal to broaden the scope of its intervention
in the dissemination of scientific culture, to elevate the
characteristics of the Science and Society Area and to
establish the Compagnia's position as a leading player
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as far as these themes are concerned on a national and
international level.
The Foundation's contribution to the PICS project
does not, strictly speaking, represent a scientific contribution to the themes addressed. The commitment of the
Foundation, rather, is to creating visions of scenarios and
relationships, identifying possible connections with other
projects and actors investigating these themes at a national and international level and contributing to the development and consolidation of the think tank.
Paola Sabbione
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The process
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T

he initial phase of the process was directed at identifying the key words and the fundamental questions
necessary to allow us to photograph the panorama
in which the communication of science finds itself. As can
be seen from the sketchnote which introduces this text, in
many areas the different perspectives offered by the members of PICS overlapped and hybridised.
In summary, the most relevant issues on which the
discussion focused were, in no particular order, the following:

1. How can the impact and effectiveness of a scientific communication project be measured?

2. How can the dominant narratives ("narrative
ecosystem") in the selected target public be
uncovered and explored, and how can one
measure if these have been modified following a
communication project?

3. What types of business models allow and sustain
independent communication?
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4. How can the relationship between communicators with different objectives and strategies be
managed? For example, between independent
communicators and press office publicists

5. 5. Is it possible to be both pop and rigorous regarding content at the same time?

the public, financiers, decision makers, etc.) are
“irrational” agents?

11. How can the tools of philosohy and the cognitive sciences be used to help popularise science?

12. How can we talk about the fallibility, the pro-

uted between audience engagement/development and elaborating content?

visional nature and the evolution of scientific
knowledge without verging dangerously on extreme relativism, i.e. without being forced to deny
the existence of 'truth'?

7. Are there any virtuous practices in the arts world

13. Is the disseminator/communicator a mediator?

6. How can available resources be efficiently distrib-

that can be “copied and pasted” into the world of
science communication?

8. How can reflections that emerge from examining
the relationships between art-science-technology become part of a communicator's daily work?

9. How can we reconcile the contrast between materiality and the representation of reality in scientific communication?

10. How is it possible to remain aware of and manage
the evidence that all the agents (communicators,

(Or should they be?)

These questions were divided among the members
of the group on the basis of their inclinations and specific
areas of expertise. Each one was asked to produce their
answers which were collected in a text which was then
shared in order to facilitate and carry forward the discussion
during the next phases of the process.

The process
The subsequent meetings allowed us to begin to
define a general picture in which three main thematic
areas, closely connected to each other, can be identified.
1 – The identity and public image of the communicator of science
From an analysis of the situation, it emerged that
one of the greatest obstacles we run into regards society's
recognition of our role. The heterogeneous nature of the
professional figure of the science communicator certainly
does not help to create a specific identity and, consequently,
a well-defined position in the public imaginary.
2 – The public, the market and the cultural sector
The analysis of the transformations undergone by the
cultural sector has enabled us to bring into sharper focus
the dynamics of the relations between political decision
makers, financiers, scientists, communicators and the
public.
3 – Between science and society?
The figure of the communicator is generally placed
halfway between science and society. They are seen as
a mouthpiece of the academic world or as a translatorsimplifier for the public. However, this is a simplistic view
with many limits.
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The discussions that took place during the PiCS
meetings allowed us to outline these three thematic
areas and enriched the contributions that each individual
member of the group produced based on their personal
point of view. The following documents are the fruit of this
process which is still considered to be in its initial stages
and, therefore, a work in progress.
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The communicator is, or should be,
a mediator?
Renato Bruni

I

f a mediator is understood to be a type of ferryman who
puts two non-communicating worlds in touch with each
other, then I do not consider myself to be one. I prefer
to see myself more like a librarian who helps each reader
to choose the right book or a newspaper advice columnist.
I believe that, nowadays, the job of a communicator is to
tell stories about science that help people to navigate the
babel of data and documents that are made available
rather than to unveil difficult and inaccessible worlds. They
are two different objectives requiring two different styles.
The problem today, I feel, is not to open closed doors and
translate arcane languages into something understandable

to those who do not know the grammar but rather to help
choose which door to go through so that they don't get
lost in the labyrinth. For a long time the communicator has,
undoubtedly, been primarily a figure of intermediation, the
interface between the producers of science and those who
wished to use it. The two worlds were separate, physically
and, at times, socially, and the prime need was to translate
jargon into a language shared by a wider public. This
dynamic and this role were fostered by the pyramid structure
of the distribution of knowledge, with a “top” which was
considered, not just metaphorically, to be superior to those
who were “lower down” or “outside” the pyramid. I believe
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that this almost shamanic role, the gatekeeper who reveals
the unattainable, is now fast disappearing. The information
that was once inaccessible to most of us is now right here
among us (for example, anybody can access almost any
scientific publication with Google Scolar and SciHub) and
dissemination, like many areas of knowledge, has ended up
being kicked offside by disintermediation.
When I try to tell stories about science I don't feel like
a mediator because mediation, basically, is a relationship
which implies themes of access and power: somebody
owns or generates information in a closed room and holds
the privileges and potential it brings, while others outside
are interested in that information although they don't have
the key to enter. Consequently an intermediary is needed, a
figure recognised by both parties who stands at a vantage
point. The contexts may appear to be different but I believe
that this situation is identical to that recorded in the ethnography of almost all the populations that make use of
entheogenic substances to get closer to the divinity. The
Shaman is the mediator between the divinity and his people, he has the key to open the door which leads upwards,
to the supreme being, to the opening of the mind which
is otherwise out of reach. In doing this the Shaman enters
into a dynamic, not only of access, but of power. If the divinity is extremely elevated, then he is more elevated than
his fellow citizens and, in fact, he enjoys a socially privileged
position. At the moment, a disseminator who acts purely as
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a mediator, risks finding that his services are no longer in
demand (the offer of information is so high that his bunch
of keys is no longer needed) and also risks no longer being
recognised a priori as the repositary of a higher trust. The
mediator perhaps needs to make some changes: instead
of taking that trust for granted he now needs to earn and
cultivate it. It's true there is resistance to this change on the
part of those interested in keeping control of the power that
derives from this position, and there are many who would
like to maintain a more vertical dynamic of mediation.
I have discovered that, in the medical field, the modern
approach to mediation, the “non-shamanic” approach, has
a name. Apomediation consists of the navigation towards
a choice no longer guided by a figure on whom we have
bestowed superior powers, but by someone we have
chosen to sail with us. Tripadvisor and Amazon comments
are apomediation. Apomediation is, above all, the librarian
who chooses the path to take with their readers and
apomediation, albeit indirectly, is that which tells a story
about science while keeping one eye on the content and
the other on the expectations, the needs and the emotional
microcosm of the person who is going to read it. Perhaps
the contemporary communicator needs to be more like an
apomediator, finding a way to navigate together with the
group they accompany. The tourist guide and the advice
columnist for example, have a great deal in common in
this respect. When we visit an exhibition or a city and we
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employ the services of a guide we are asking them to open
up a world which is not unattainable: we can get to know it,
even in detail, by ourselves by reading and walking. And yet
we ask the guide to tell us information, anecdotes, curious
facts, things we can tell other people back home, and we
ask them to show us the way through roads, places and
knowledge that it would have been more difficult, and, in
particular, more time consuming for us to discover alone. By
doing this, we acknowledge in them an authority, or rather
a competence which is not that of a teacher for a simple
relational reason: the guide who accompanies us shares our
experience at the same time. They are not the voice over of
a documentary, they are one of the group: if it rains they get
wet, if it's hot they sweat, if we stop for a snack they have a
coffee with us. They take us on a road they know, but they
walk with us and that is enough, if they are good at their
job, to make them one of the group. The guide enters into
the semiosphere of the people they accompany and has
the crucial job of helping us to save today's most precious
commodity – time. If the communicator-mediator allowed
us to gain knowledge, the communicator-apomediator
allows us to save time, they facilitate choices rather than
translate discoveries.
A good advice columnist does something more
subtle: faced with our dilemma, and thanks to the mutual
anonymity, they manage to teach without catechising,
to establish an empathy which is like a good binding
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ingredient that allows flavours and aromas to mingle that
would otherwise have clashed. It amalgamates knowledge
while, literally, talking about something else, obliquely
guiding the choices we will make faced with future
mountains of information. An area in which apomediation
can be particularly useful regards the loss of direction and
the need to be guided towards trusted sources: from a
more or less unconditional trust in those who hold the keys
to knowledge, there has been a passage towards a shared
approach to leading people to recognise, find and use
reliable information. The world of scientific communication
could certainly benefit from the experience accumulated
in this field. The book Library 3.0: Intelligent Libraries
and Apomediation tells of educational processes that do
not just include the simple translation of or access to the
new, but that imply a shared participation in the process
and careful attention to the demands of the person to
be accompanied; all actions that work best on social
media or combining social media with more structured
communication (books, videos, various texts). Later on I will
quote a Russian pedagogue Lev Vygotsky, here i will cite
just one phrase which sums up the distance between the
communicator-mediator, who magically changes people,
and the more oblique and horizontal figure, who I consider
to be more contemporary, who involves and mingles with
their public:
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“we understand development as not something
that happens to people but something that is
created by people”.
(Vygotsky, 1930)

It was spoken in 1930, but it is the essence of apomediation applied to the communication of science today.
The question of power resurfaces when we talk about
form: some types of story, even scientific, do not go down
well with some people (be they communicators or their
beneficiaries) because they are perceived to be detrimental
to the hierarchy and to the “importance” of the subject
matter. This happens even when, in the right context, they
prove to be effective in extending the target audience, in
sparking off dynamics based on curiosity and not on rigid
thought patterns and when they raise themes that would
otherwise remain buried, as is the case with satire and pop.
In this respect pop is, for many, automatically synonymous
with the absence of rigour and of “dumbing down”, but
in my opinion it is, above all, a cultural problem for those
who experience science and communication as a means to
raising their social standing. Once again, it is not a problem
that exists only in the the world of communication

I recently read an article by Guia Soncini entitled
“Italy's problem with pop”, which talks about television and
literature, but also about writers and the public, about those who produce forms of culture and those who enjoy their
products. One passage reminded me of the controversies
that crop up periodically regarding the decision to talk
about science in ways that are alien to the academic context, that which is more or less directly relatable to teaching
in the broad sense, and therefore get thrown into the melting pot of pop (satire, videos, influencer activity, cartoons,
creativity). Reading it, I realised that my mind was looking
through the lens of scientific communication, substituting
culture with science, Freccero with some prominent academic, or Fabio Volo with influencers/youtubers without altering the sense of the discourse.

“We who, at a certain point decided that
Freccero was intelligent, and therefore repeat,
like a latin declination learnt by heart, his
phrase «You have to mix high and low». It is an
error, technically. Cultural products are not
“high” or “low”; they are “broad” or “narrow”,
they are entertainment for the masses or for
the select few who have the tools to decipher
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them. But anyone who has spent even 49
minutes with a psychoanalyst knows that
errors are revealing and, therefore, “high” and
“low” is perfect, it shows that we consider to be
relevant and precious that which elevates and
leads to the almighty, and low that which makes
people laugh, which is trivial and bodily and
leads to hell and even, God preserve us, makes
money and sells things.
[...]
As I was saying, the cultural complex of the
Italians. Of those who would never dare ask
culture to entertain them, on the contrary,
they only recognise it as such if it is difficult,
obscure, maybe even hostile. An enemy that
must be protected: how dare Fabio Volo write
books? – and it doesn't matter if his books
sell more than his films or his programmes
ever did, placing him firmly and rightfully
among the ranks of the writers, certainly not a
gatecrasher – it doesn't matter because we have

drawn up the teams and decided that he does
not belong in the culture team.
[...]
Between all these highs and lows, the question
is “Whatever happened to the medium?”
which, after all, is pop. Not the culturally
unpresentable product which distracts the
masses, nor the niche product that appeals to
the intellectuals, but the one which satisfies the
demands of both. What is missing is Beyoncé,
not the exclusive pay TV series or the bland
Saturday night variety show."

Insights
We can make the effort, playful and purely pop, to paraphrase this last paragraph:

“Among all the forms, high and low, of scientific
communication, the question is “Whatever
happened to the medium?”, that medium
which, after all, is pop. Not the unpresentable
product that distracts the masses in the
righthand column of the online newspaper and
which considers worthy of exposure only the
animal (or plant) "that acts just like a human", or
the umpteenth press launch from Eurekalert,
and not even the latest, strictly technical,
specialist volume that gratifies only scientists
and the initiated, but that which satisfies the
demands of both. What is missing is science's
answer to Beppe Viola, not a scientific treatise
or a meme”.

For the lovers of the humanities side of culture, the
pop that is missing from the narration of science is, in my
opinion, Manzoni's approach to the historic novel. This
includes a precise triangulation which I nearly always
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quote when I am asked what my favourite method of
communicating is: “useful purpose, true subject, interesting
means”. In order to stand up, this table has to have three legs
of the same length and equidistant. It doesn't necessarily
have to be low, as is generally understood by the expression
“popular culture”: there are sophisticated forms of pop that
are perfectly coherent with the demands of the “narrow”
public and the needs of the “broad”. I believe that if there's
one thing that the modern communicator must forget, it's
the reference to “high” and “low,” and the consideration of
“pop” as something sloppy and its public as barbarians in
the etymological sense of 'people who cannot speak the
language'. This kind of approach is perfectly consistent
with the didactic style of many efforts to disseminate, it
also derives from a gross misunderstanding of the term
“dumbing down” often used in connection with the
dissemination and the “semplification” of scientific
concepts. “Dumbing down” first started in Hollywood, not
Harvard. In the 1930s it corresponded to the mawkishness
of the banal used to make a screenplay comprehensible
to people of limited experience and education. Over the
course of time it has spread to other contexts where extreme
semplification is seen to be the key to reaching the reader
for whom there is no hope of intellectual improvement.
Pop, in this context, would be a synonym for, stupid, banal,
foolproof and, therefore, “low” in the same sense that Guia
Soncini uses the term in her article.
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The question has been dealt with in detail in an article in The Atlantic entitled “The Myth of ‘Dumbing Down”
and its analysis is, I would say as an academic, perfect and
symptomatic of the earlier discussion on mediation and on
the attention towards the personal microcosm of the audience even when talking about scientific communication.

“I suspect that what scholars and other experts
really mean when they express worry about
dumbing down is that they don’t want to be
bothered to make the effort of reframing their
work for audiences not already primed to grasp
it. It’s hard to do and even harder to do well.
That’s a fine position; after all, it’s the fulltime job of journalists and nonfiction writers
to translate ideas for the general public from
their specialized origins. Not all scholars can,
or should, try to do this work themselves
(although to do so exercises the generosity that
comes from service). But to assume that even
to ponder sharing the results of scholarship
amounts to dumbing down, by default, is a new
low in this term for new lows. Posturing as if

it’s a problem with the audience, rather than
with the expert who refuses to address that
audience, is perverse. One thing you learn
when writing for an audience outside your
expertise is that, contrary to the assumption
that people might prefer the easiest answers,
they are all thoughtful and curious about topics
of every kind. After all, people have areas in
their own lives in which they are the experts.
Everyone is capable of deep understanding.
[...]
It’s quite hard to do well, too. Imagine a
conversation with your mechanic, or your
doctor. What do you want from it? You want
to understand the nature of the expert’s
understanding of a problem in a way that gives
you context and explanation, not to mention
faith in a proposed solution. And those are
circumstances in which you are already
invested in the knowledge and the outcome. It’s
much harder when readers don’t know what

Insights

they want to know or why. They need to
be lured in. To do that well, the writer needs to
care about the reader.
To overcome the myth that dumbing down is
the default outcome when descending from
the ivory tower into the streets, scholars
should keep two things in mind. First, the
nature of writing is different in the scholarly
versus the journalistic context. Scholarly
writing is crafted first to buff onÈs expertise
among fellow experts. It’s also done to share
knowledge among a community of those
experts, of course, but therÈs no shaking the
fact that publication is an avenue for career
advancement. Writers and journalists also have
an interest in their careers, of course, but the
ethos that motivates their writing is different:
Writers write to help people.”

Returning to our initial theme of access to worlds and
to cultures, I do not believe that it is solely a question of
content. It is a question of trust, which cannot be won only
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on the strength of expertise or even of being right. Let's go
back to the apomediator: they don't receive a top-down authorisation from above to propagate information, but, rather, a bottom-up recognition of their role as helmsman,
a primus inter pares. This signifies far greater appreciation
and empathic importance, which, I believe, only works if it
does not centre on a particular individual but on a model of
communicator. On a network, let's say, of figures who share
objectives and strategies even when each component works independently. I say this because the weight that I myself attribute to content is conditioned by my personal environment, what some semiologists call Umwelt, and which,
for convenience, I shall summarise in a cartoon (in keeping
with the spirit of my discussion of pop).

Insights

In everyday life I know that I form an idea about things
in the same way that I do the shopping: a first look around
the shelves picking up the special offers (whole wheat pasta
for a euro!), giving in to an urge (I feel like pineapple today!),
a memory of past allegiances (pork scratchings!), on the
basis of a ranking (wine, never above 10 euros and never
below 6) or of convenience (frozen soup), and only later,
when I'm at home, do I attempt to put together a dinner. I
am told this is the same way our brain behaves when faced
with a new topic to explore, that is, when we have to quickly
get an idea about something we don't know: content is
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of limited importance and, in the babel of the infosphere,
without apomediation we leave the choice to our Umwelt.
Perhaps it would be more rational to do the opposite;
first choose a menu, a recipe, and then buy accordingly,
rationally, but I hardly ever have the time nor the ability. I
am not the only one to improvise a meal of reasoning. We
all do it when we read an article or a post on Facebook or
when we listen to an interview or a presentation. We put
together a conviction using the ingredients which we have
in our ecosystem, mixing them together with those that we
are offered, in a kitchen which is a semiosphere
'Improvise', however, is a word that is often distorted.
It does not mean doing things at random, but following
some silent rules that the theatre, for example, has encoded. Last spring I worked with an American colleague and
discovered a text that he had written with a colleague, a
philosopher, called "‘Yes, and’ as Teaching-Learning Methodology". It is dedicated to the engagement of science students in a way that minimises conflict. Once again, it seemed to me to be an excellent example of how other areas
contiguous to scientific communication have evolved strategies to contain some problems and maximise other dynamics, in this case those deriving from conflicts, emotions
and the type of public.
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“We consistently and enthusiastically affirm
and encourage our students in their socialemotional-intellectual development. To
accomplish this, we practice ‘Yes, and.’ In
a nutshell, the essence of ‘Yes, and’ is to
respond positively to what others bring to a
conversation or activity, and then to take what
they offer and further build on it. In the context
of improvisational theater, this means paying
careful attention to what a fellow actor is trying
to accomplish and working supportively with
them to pull it off. For example, if our partner
in an improv scene offers us an imaginary
flower, we take it from their hand and say, “Oh,
what a beautiful flower.” We do not respond
with, “What flower? I don’t see any flower.” In
the context of classroom teaching, the ‘Yes,
and’ approach looks a little different (more on
that later), but the core concept is the same.
We, the teachers, work with our partners (our
students) to collectively create something new.
When relating to our students, we strive to
interact in the context of what the twentieth-

century Russian psychologist, methodologist,
and educator Lev Vygotsky describes as
obuchenie, the Russian term we understand
to mean ‘teaching-learning. As opposed to
the separation that is traditionally made
between ‘teacher’ and ‘student’ or ‘teaching’
and ‘learning,’ obuchenie combines these into
a single concept. Obuchenie, as activity, is in
sharp contrast to the notion of ‘teacher’ as the
fount of knowledge, which is poured into the
heads of students. Rather, we seek co-create
with our student social environments or spaces
in which learning can take place. As part of
this process, to use Vygotsky’s formulation, we
relate to our students as “a head taller” than
they are. A vivid illustration of the concept of
relating to others ahead of themselves may
be seen in Vygotsky’s example of how we as a
species learn language. Toddlers, for instance,
will babble, while those of us who are older (i.e.
language speakers) relate to them as if they
are speaking coherently. A toddler may waddle
along and point up at a bottle of milk
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and exclaim “bofflee!” In that specific context
wÈll likely respond by looking at them and
saying “You want the bottle? … ok, here you
go.” By our speaking to babbling toddlers as
if they themselves are able to understand and
speak clearly, they begin to understand and
eventually do become language speakers. Put
another way, we don’t require toddlers to
master our spoken (or other) language before
we speak to them. If that was the case, they
would never learn how to speak.”

From the hybrid experience between my colleague,
the chemist, and his colleague, the philosopher, various
themes emerge which are relevant to scientific communication. One of these, once again, is the attribution of an
equal role to our reader or listener. They are not a babbling
child to be scolded, but a person to stimulate to improve
without underlining the limits of their speech. Another theme is the so-called “problem of the solution”, which arises
when, in the attempt to engage people on scientific topics, we assume that there is only one way to do so and that
is to supply them with correct information. People look for
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an Umwelt that resonates with their own, not a solution.
What's needed is a complex of signs and of reference points together with a navigator, an advisor, an apomediator to
render a geographical or cultural area which is too full of
confusing elements more familiar and friendly: correct information alone is not enough. A third theme is the connection between form and substance, between data and
their reception. In this respect, the aforementioned advice
columnists rarely resort to literature and to numbers but
establish authoritativeness, esteem or, better, a trusting
relationship with their reader thanks to a balanced mix of
lightness, competence, evidence and empathic harmony
with the people who contact them. That's what we call
those journalists and writers who, since the first advice column appeared in the Athenian Mercury in 1691, keep the
channel of human communication with the daily papers
open by answering more or less intimate questions from
the readers. They are, basically, the grandparents of today's
influencers, figures who become key to us because they
have won our trust. By studying the work of advice columnists, especially when they make mistakes, much can also
be learnt, reading strictly between the lines, about the way
science and technology can be talked about but rarely are
(with the result that the trashiest influencers do best because they master languages that others refuse).
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see you), they are held to be responsible for the situation (if
you had studied mechanics the car wouldn't have stalled
and your life would have continued undisturbed), and their
Umwelt is mocked, making the answer appear to be on the
side of the cheaters and misogynists.
In today's communication directed at the general public, paying attention to content is not merely a question
of scientific sources, experimental evidence and their translation. On the contrary, that is perhaps the easiest thing to
manage now that the shaman has retired and everybody
has the keys to unlock the gate.

How many parallels does this newspaper cutting, for
all its exaggerations, spark off with the vertical, unshared
relationship between scientist and non-scientist, between the competent and the unskilled, between doctor and
patient, if we substitute 'intake manifold' with GMOs and
'adultery' with illness? Even if the answer could be a clumsy
attempt to be funny, it brings with it all that the inexpert
avoid when they seek information. The writer's problem has
been annihilated (lover? What lover? I do not see any lover,
not even in the wardrobe. Come to think of it, I can't even
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Art and the communication
of science
Pier Luigi Capucci

Dynamics and practices		
of art and the communication
of science
The work of art, the artist, the collector, the “art market”, the “art world”, are not absolute concepts valid for all civilisations. They are cuturally determined, given that cultures
have existed, and still exist today, where the term “art” has
no meaning, or at least, no meaning comparable to the one
attributed to it in the western world. They are also historically
determined because, where those terms do exist, they ge-

nerally change over time. Having said that, in the “art world”,
as in many human symbolic constructs, narration, narrative and storytelling ability, its construction and its emphasis,
are fundamental elements. This is also true in the sphere of
art criticism, whose functions should include presenting (for
some 'unveiling'), interpreting, more prosaically “communicating”, the work of art to the public.
Art criticism has known various schools of thought
and methods of analysing a work of art, sometimes to
be found simultaneously in the same text: historical,
phenomenological, semiotical (especially in the '70s and '80s),
sociological and psychological (the '70s-'90s). The golden age
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of art criticism goes from the '60s to the end of the '80s and
coincides, in an interesting way, with the dominance of the
idea of experimentation in artistic creation. It was a highly
creative period for art which saw the appearance, in addition
to the traditional so-called figurative arts, of performance
art, happenings, the contamination between genres and
forms of expression, new instruments and languages thanks
to electronic devices like video, TV, the computer and, we
would say today, multimedia technology in general. The
role of the artist, the spectator, the collector, the status and
the function of the work of art in relation to the context –
environmental, social, political or commercial – in which it is
situated were also called strongly into question. It was also
an extremely creative period in the field of music of all kinds,
from the popular to the highbrow; just think of the birth
and spread of rock and pop music and the great season
of contemporary classical music with composer/theorists
like Boulez, Stockhausen, Berio and Cage. Cinema was also
experimenting in those years, for example with Neorealism
and Nouvelle Vague, with a freedom of expression unknown
to today's cinema. It was an extraordinary epoch, too, for
poetry and literature, with the adventures of the Beat
Generation, the experiments of the Gruppo 63 and Gruppo
70 in Italy, the activity of OuLiPo in France...
Remaining in the field of art, those years were the
golden age of the “avant garde” artistic movements. The
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last and most significant were the Transavanguardia, whose
mentor was Achille Bonito Oliva, and the Nuovi-Nuovi whose
mentor was Renato Barilli. They were, however, exclusive
art forms, created for a target of experts. The art critic
maintained and supported this exclusiveness: re-reading
those texts today they appear obscure, convoluted and
barely comprehensible, created by the few for the few. At the
time, the more arduous and difficult those texts were, the
more they were considered interesting and valuable!
The last officially recognised avant garde movements and their criticism apparatus marked the end of the era
of art as exclusion. The great events today are expected to
draw a huge public: “The Venice Biennale” has grown from
over 500,000 visitors in 2015 to almost 650,000 in 2017 (for reference, in 2012 “Documenta13” in Kassel attracted 900,000
visitors). It is no longer a public of insiders only, but a crowd
of people made up mainly of enthusiasts, visitors and tourists: a generalist and international audience. The result is that
at these events, unlike some decades ago, we can no longer expect to find the “latest tendencies”, the “newest” forms of expression, the “avantgarde” if we still want to use that
outdated concept – unless, of course, we apply these terms
to the significant organisational/communicative processes
that these events involve, which is not such a farfetched idea
– because this generalist audience would not understand.
The big events are, essentially, large exhibitions and festi-
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vals. They must propose themes, general or historical, that
are “high” but with a broad cultural, and to a certain extent
critical, consensus and that are rooted in the contemporary
imagination. Themes that are both “high” but, at the same
time, popular; that are not too disturbing but that bring any
eventual disturbance back under the reassuring aegis of
cultured debate. Themes that can be easily mediated. For
example, the themes of some recent editions of the Venice
Biennale have included humanism, art as a moment of illumination, art as a “time machine”, the “generations of art”,
encyclopaedic knowledge.... In this process of mediation the
critic tends to transform into a curator; a curator who may
eventually completely replace the critic. In comparison with
the critic, the curator is more expert in the cultural, as well
as the public and communicative, aspects of the event. They
have to put into place and facilitate “artistic education”. Even
the written documentation which accompanies these events is different from in the past: the articles and essays in the
catalogues and magazines are more understandable and
can be enjoyed by a wider public.
The art of countless exhibitions, reviews and festivals
has lost its role as a generator or attractor of experimental
forms of culture and expression, a beacon of the new. This art
has lost its absolute dimension and, possibly, even its unlimited and uncontested freedom. Pierre Restany, founder of the
Nouveau Réalisme art movement in 1960, one of the world's
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most important art critics, and with whom I had the honour
and good fortune to work for many years, often used to say
“ the artist is a free spirit” [Restany, 1990; Trivellin, 2015]. With
few exceptions, it rather seems that art today is all about
conservation, unable to look into the future but with its gaze
fixed on a bright, free and restless arcadia outside of time. In
the prejudiced rejection or the superficial comprehension of
the complexity of the emerging phenomena (the impact of
the new technologies and the scientific disciplines, the critical approach of the political and social movements, local and
global climate change issues and the many faces of anthropocentrism and its effect on the ecosystem, to name but a
few), in its reduction to a merely decorative element of contemporary life, in the celebration of an obtuse and simple
humanism, in its rearguard battles, art often seems to belong to an oleographic time. Doing so, it renounces its fundamental vocation, perhaps today its greatest responsibility:
interpreting the critical spirit of its time.
So, are there any practices or dynamics in the art world that could prove to be of interest to the communication
of science? Yes, but not in the world of “avant garde art”, so
exclusive and deliberately alien to the masses, with its devices and its rituals. The communication of science could, instead, have much to learn from the dynamics to be found
within the communication of art today. Visions that are consistent but not too ambitious, neither too distant culturally
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nor too long term, narrations capable, however, of exciting
and engaging. Art forms that amaze but, at the same time,
do not demand exclusive cultural commitment, that, with
passion, are capable of creating narratives that can be shared regarding the important contemporary questions like,
for instance, Climate Change, and which are able to engage
large numbers of people from a wide range of geographical
and cultural areas.

Transdiciplinarity and
convergence
Scientific communication must popularise, or, if you
prefer, mediate, the work of science and scientists, often having to redirect a relationship which is precarious and prejudiced. To do so, it cannot start from a position of exclusion
or superiority. To avoid misunderstanding: “to mediate” does
not necessarily mean “to simplify”, but rather to create the
necessary conditions (cultural, technical, linguistic....), the
bridges, to connect different disciplines by means of a common language that can be understood by a more or less broad public and even by specialists in the various sectors who
often do not understand each other and are unable to communicate. In this sense the scientific mediator, in their transdisciplinary dimension, could even evolve into a new figure,
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the cultural scientist, generating innovative content thanks
to a research strategy that crosses various disciplinary boundaries and links elements of a different nature.
The concept of “transdisciplinarity” is particularly useful in this discussion, even going beyond the problems of
the communication of science, in the approach to education
and scientific research. “Transdisciplinarity” seeks to connect
different disciplines by overcoming the incommunicability
that often exists, using a constructive synthesis that goes
beyond the dimension of mere collaboration. The term was
introduced by Jean Piaget in 1970 in his talk at the international seminary “Interdisciplinarity – Teaching and Research
Problems in Universities”, organised by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in collaboration with the French Ministry of Education and the University of Nice [Nicolescu, 2010]. In 1987, the International Center
for Transdisciplinary Research (CIRET) adopted the Charter
of Transdisciplinarity at the “1st World Congress of Transdisciplinarity”, Convento da Arrábida, Portugal, November 1994
[De Freitas, Morin, Nicolescu, 1994].
More recently, in the field of science, the meaning of
“transdisciplinarity” has been discussed and compared with
other concepts that are often considered analogous or interchangeable, like “multidisciplinarity” and “interdisciplinarity", by Bernard C. K. Choi and Anita W.P. Pak:
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“We conclude that the three terms are used
by many authors to refer to the involvement
of multiple disciplines to varying degrees
on the same continuum. Multidisciplinary,
being the most basic level of involvement,
refers to different (hence “multi”) disciplines
that are working on a problem in parallel or
sequentially, and without challenging their
disciplinary boundaries. Interdisciplinary
brings about the reciprocal interaction
between (hence “inter”) disciplines,
necessitating a blurring of disciplinary
boundaries, in order to generate new common
methodologies, perspectives, knowledge,
or even new disciplines. Transdisciplinary
involves scientists from different disciplines as
well as nonscientists and other stakeholders
and, through role release and role expansion,
transcends (hence “trans”) the disciplinary
boundaries to look at the dynamics of whole
systems in a holistic way.”
(Choi & Pak, 2006, p. 359)

The differences between the three concepts are illustrated in Fig. 1:

Figure 1: Bernard C. K. Choi, Anita W.P. Pak, “Multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity in health research, services, education and policy:
1. Definitions, objectives, and evidence of effectiveness.”, Clin Invest Med 2006,
29 (6), p. 359.

A similar attempt to overcome barriers is in progress
in the quest to integrate the arts and humanities into the
sciences, especially at the educational level. This debate, of
international reach, is called “From STEM to STEAM” - STEM
being the acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics whereas STEAM stands for Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art (and Design), and Mathematics – and rests on the idea of consilience (convergence), introduced by Edward O. Wilson [Wilson, 1998], on the fusion
of different ways of knowing. Subsequently, this idea was
taken up by Edward Slingerland and Mark Collard [Slingerland & Collard, 2011] and, more recently, discussed by vari-
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ous authors including Armida de la Garza and Charles Travis [Armida de la Garza & Charles Travis, 2018].
According to Wilson:

“A united system of knowledge is the surest
means of identifying the still unexplored
domains of reality. It provides a clear map
of what is known, and it frames the most
productive questions for future inquiry.
Historians of science often observe that asking
the right question is more important than
producing the right answer. The right answer
to a trivial question is also trivial, but the right
question, even when insoluble in exact form, is
a guide to major discovery. And so it will
ever be in the future excursions of science and
imaginative flights of the arts.”

Art, science and
technology
In his well known essay Understanding media: Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan has this to say about the
figure of the artist:

“The artist is the man in any field, scientific or
humanistic, who grasps the implications of his
actions and of new knowledge in his own time.
He is the man of integral awareness”
(McLuhan, 1964, p. 65)

Roy Ascott, the great British theorist, artist and educator suggests:

(Wilson, 1998, p. 326)

“Ask not what science can do for art, but what
art can do for science”
(Ascott, 2006)
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Reflections on the relationship between art, science
and technology can also take their rightful place in the discussion about the communication of science, firstly because
of the dynamics of contemporaneity; it is difficult to understand and describe the complexity of the world without activating artistic attitudes and approaches. Art can be seen as a
kind of “philosophy of contemporaneity”: it can promote the
ability to imagine, it can reveal new points of view, it can produce new ways of understanding reality, new visions of the
world. Art has a fundamental vocation to be critical, which leads to a precious independence. Science can borrow many
thing from art: different thinking, divergent paths, alternative
reflections, the rejection of preconceived ideas, unusual solutions, the syncretic attitude, freedom and independance,
attention to the new. Art can enrich the communication of
science by involving people who, for many reasons – cultural,
ideological, political... – would otherwise remain, more or less
voluntarily, excluded from the discussion. It can generate a
sensitivity towards the cultural impact of scientific narratives,
showing the poetic quality of visions of the world that may
have an affinity with art's own visions. It can direct attention
to the social and ethical aspects that are often overlooked or
receive only a superficial glance. The narratives of science can
integrate knowledge, help us to understand where research is
leading, make us aware of what is possible, deepen our visions
of the world or create new ones, define reality and its limits,
look to the future.

Secondly, there is the importance of the social dimension. What defines art, what determines it, isn't so much the
artistic object in itself – the work, the installation, the experiment, the process... – but the social, cultural and communicative context in which it is located, in which it happens.
That is why any attempts to look for art within the work of
art or in the cerebral structures of the spectator are limited, in particular in contemporary times: they do not take
into due account the social dimension in which the work
of art is born and acts. It is certainly interesting to analyse
the works by means of scientific disciplines such as Neuroaesthetics in order to find the biological basis on which
to establish general aesthetic principles, as Ramachandran
and Hirstein say:

“We suggest in this essay that artists either
consciously or unconsciously deploy certain
rules or principles (we call them laws) to
titillate the visual areas of the brain. Some
of these laws, we believe, are original to this
article — at least in the context of art. Others
(such as grouping) have been known for a long
time and can be found in any art manual, but
the question of why a given principle should
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be effective is rarely raised: the principle is
usually just presented as a rule-of-thumb. In
this essay we try to present all (or many) of
these laws together and provide a coherent
biological framework, for only when they are
all considered simultaneously and viewed in
a biological context do they begin to make
sense.”
(Ramachandran & Hirstein, 1999, p. 17)

However, the principles, the rules, the structures and
the patterns only work, artistically, when they are shared by
the social and communicative dimension, by that culture in
that period. It can happen, therefore, that the works of art
which are considered important violate a scientific framework (many works from the Transavanguardia, or works
which are subject to the dynamics of social sharing, of mass
communication or which have an extra-artistic origin). Or,
viceversa, works that comply with the aesthetic standards
validated by science may receive no artistic recognition.
Moreover, cultural changes can take place that alter the
aesthetic rules over time, like in the constantly changing

standards of male and female beauty. Another example is
the trajectory of the artistic styles: Baroque, in favour from
the early 17th to the mid 18th century, later came to be considered, for a long time, an inferior art form. However, it was
to regain popularity, in the second half of the 20th century
[Anceschi, 1953, 1959, 1960, 1984] at the same time as the
diffusion of the Theory of Chaos and the study of dynamic systems [Lorenz, 1963, 1996; Prigogine & Stengers, 1984],
of fractal mathematics [Mandelbrot, 1975] and of the theories of complexity [Bocchi & Ceruti, 1985; Morin, 1990] - all
elements that Baroque would seem to represent well; so
much so that this particular historical period is known as
“the Neo-Baroque age” [Calabrese, 1987].
The social dimension of art cannot, therefore, be ignored: “art” is what a society, a culture, decides it to be.

Materiality e immateriality
in the evolution of
communication
Although the idea of the immateriality of contemporary
artistic images, particularly technological ones, has been
popular for a long time - starting from the publication of
Lucy Lippard's text [Lippard, 1973] and, in particular, the
exhibition “Les Immatériaux” at the Centre Pompidou
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in 1985 [Lyotard, 1985] – the contraposition between the
materiality of the real and its immaterial (or moderately
material) representation with instruments and devices of
various types is actually misleading. Firstly because, when
considering the “materiality of the communication”, the
devices and supports which convey the communication
should be included, given that they are technically
inseparable and are only logically distinguishable. No
image exists without its support: the support is that which
carries in the Latin sense of containing and, at the same
time, presenting the information, i.e. which contains the
coding of the information and at the same time displays it.
The fact that any usable image always implies one or more
supports and cannot exist without them is so obvious that
in everyday language, even scientific, we always talk about
images and not images + supports, given that the latter
are necessarily implied and indispensable. Even in the case
of lasers writing in the sky, holograms and mirages in the
desert, there is a always a support which contains and
presents the information.
The difference is between traditional and contemporary images. In a fresco, a painting, a drawing, an illustration, a photo, a print, there is a single support which both
contains and, at the same time, presents the information
(or, if you prefer, from the logical point of view: the support
that contains the information coincides with the one that
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presents it). In contemporary media, instead, there are two
separate and distinct supports; one which contains the
coding of the information and the other which presents
it. In the cinema the coding of the image is contained on
the film and is shown on the screen, in television and computer images, the coding is contained on a more or less remote support – various types of memories, servers, cloud,
DVDs, CDs... – and is shown on some kind of screen. These
supports, the one which contains and the one which presents information, can be situated on different continents,
as happens with the Web, and what travels between the
container support and the display support, sometimes almost at the speed of light, are the data. Consequently, in
modern and contemporary media, information, coded in
electrical or electromagnetic impulses, can travel from at
least one container support to any number of remote display supports where it is decoded and restored to a form
that the human senses can recognise and understand. In
order for this passage to happen, the two supports must be
connected, they must be technically compatible and they
must share communication standards and protocols. There
must be a system that reads the information from the container support and carries it to the display support where
it is presented. And, finally, there needs to be some kind of
energy – usually electricity – which makes the whole process happen.
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The tendency to communicate ever faster and over
ever longer distances, in more and more reliable and
economical ways, is intrinsic in the evolution of humanity, as
is also demonstrated by the history of the media. However,
apart from the important issue of the materiality of the
support and its indispensability, the tendency towards
the “dematerialisation of representation” pervades the
evolution of human symbolic communication: reducing the
materiality of information has always been a fundamental
element. In the sphere of indical signs a gesture, which
involves just a small part of the body, across an intermediate
space that can even be empty, stands for a real object or
event which is usually present in the same space and time,
as are the partners involved in the act of communication. In
oral language, chains and modulations of sounds, generated
and conveyed by the vibrations of matter, represent real,
often highly complex, situations which are not necessarily
present in the same space and time of the communication
act. Without recording systems, oral communication is
volatile – once emitted it is lost – and, as with indical signs,
it requires the simultaneous presence in space and time of
the participants in the communication act.
Even though the modern media eliminated the
need for the simultaneous presence in space and time of
the partners in communication some time ago, especially
since the invention of the telephone, and storage systems
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and devices have eliminated the volatility, the quantity of
material in the process of oral communcation is generally
much reduced with respect to the actual event and/or object which is described or represented. After all, every act of
communication implies ergonomics: obtaining maximum
effectiveness with minimum exposure, with minimum expenditure of matter and energy.
With images and writing it is possible to represent real
or imaginary worlds, using a limited quantity of matter. The
matter of the communication coincides almost completely
with the supports by which it is conveyed and the elements
it is composed of. With images the knowledge is no longer
volatile, it is recorded outside of the body, it can be fixed and
transmitted and can survive the individual. Images give a
stable, visual form in space and time to ideas, practices and
behaviours. The act of communication no longer requires
the simultaneous space-time presence of the actors.
In writing, too, knowledge, codified in a stable and
durable form, becomes memories and documents stored
outside of the body which are not lost with the death of the
person. As with images, signs obtained using a small part
of the body create narratives which can be handed down
through generations, reaching beyond the space-time horizons of the actors in the communication. Knowledge becomes transportable and verifiable, information can travel
through time, even over thousands of years, and through
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space, even between continents, it can be shared by cultures different and distant from the one it originated in. Actions can be transmitted, used and activated at a distance
even without the presence of the author of the document.
Indical signs (even made by a mouse or pointer),
orality, images and writing are still the basic means used
in human symbolic communication, expressed through
an enormous number of technologies, devices and media
[Capucci, 1998; 2015; 2016]. In the evolution of images and
writing, the matter of the display supports can be very
varied, from the megastructures used in video-mapping
to the few decigrams of a smartwatch. But the matter of
the image is greatly reduced. In painting on canvas, there
is still a visible layer of matter crafted, more or less evidently
depending on the painter, to simulate the materiality of the
world. In analogue photography the matter of the image is
composed of thin, photosensitive film and the support is
usually made of paper. As noted previously, in the cinema
and in contemporary and digital media there are, in fact,
two connected supports instead of one: one support
which contains the coding of the information (various
types of memory, CDs, DVDs, cinema film, cloud...) and a
distinct and separate support which presents it (some
kind of active or passive screen), which could actually be
situated somewhere remote, on a different continent. In
the container support the matter is not directly perceptible
by the senses, while on the display support the images

are generated by microscopic devices (transistors, leds,
diodes...) or, as in the cinema, by light. Hence the images
are made up of electromagnetic waves and are therefore
immaterial).

Scientific communication
beyond writing: from the
mediascape to the infoscape
The use of technological devices and IT systems in
museums has an interesting precedent. In the second half
of the 1990s, with the advent of mass computer science and
the spread of personal computers, multimedia supports
like CDs, the Internet, storage devices and, a few years later,
DVDs, it became possible to communicate cultural content,
especially from museums, far more precisely and extensively
using attractive and interactive multimedia techniques. In
that period conferences were held, essays and articles were
written, interviews were given and debates were opened
up about whether and how these “new media” could be
used to promote and raise awareness of the treasures
held in museums. At the start at least, their use met with
opposition from critics and curators who considered the
museum to be the only designated place to view the works,
fearing that the widespread diffusion of the cultural content
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by means of CDs or online would represent a threat to the
attendance of the public at the museums; if it is possible to
look at a work on a computer screen or on the Internet, why
go to see it in a museum?
History has proved this argument to be a fallacy: indeed the diffusion of historical-artistic content through the
media and the new media has given rise to the frequent
long queues of people outside the entrances to museums
and cultural events. The image of a work is not an adequate
substitute for the work itself nor for viewing it in person. On
the contrary, the image acts as a kind of invitation which
strengthens our desire to meet it face to face, perhaps as
part of a wider social and cultural journey. It is, therefore,
thanks to the media and the new media that museum visits and cultural events have become mass phenomena, often included in tourist itineraries, and their audience has
multiplied.
Scientific communication today involves managing
data and information, often in large quantities. Apart from
writing articles, it can include the creation of applications
to interpret and describe complex phenomena, the organisation of events and exhibitions, the creation of exhibits,
posters and installations, the production of videos and content for the Web the creation of TV programmes and multimedia productions for many target audiences. There is also
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the area of the design of devices for gaining access to information for many different purposes ranging from information systems for exhibitions to archivistics, from research to
education, from documentation to art.
What is often frustrating about using the devices
found at exhibitions and museums is the interaction with
the information, both in the practical use of the devices,
which are not always adequate, and in the interfaces that
control them which are sometimes difficult to understand
and use. Just as you cannot play at being a scientific
communicator, neither can you play at being an expert in
interaction design, especially when you are dealing with
large quantities of data and multimedial communication
opportunities. Sometimes it seems as if that extraordinary
theoretical and practical knowledge which, in the 1980s,
started to make these complex devices so much more
'user friendly', has been lost. Could this, too, be the fault of
globalisation which, on different continents, has generated
engineers and designers from diverse cultures focused
on different priorities? Or is it more simply the result of a
way of working that favours the economic dimension of
communication over its quality. Perhaps we should force
the engineers and designers who have designed and
produced those devices, their operating systems and the
interfaces that control them and separate the users from
the information, to attend, and pass, a course in usability.
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Before today, probably no culture has ever dedicated
so much attention to the preservation of the past, to its
accumulation, study, protection and restoration. In the era
of Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things,
Deep Learning and Machine Learning, of algorithms which
regulate more and more wide-ranging, diverse and decisive
aspects of daily life, ever greater quanities of knowledge
become readily available, achievable, analysable, usable
and shareable. It becomes fundamental to manage streams
of data, exchanged automatically between objects and
devices, which can work together in a transmedial way as
autonomous systems, integrating various media and ways
of communicating. In the field of design and the ensuing
communication, this requires a radical change in the way
they are designed and operated. It becomes necessary
to pass from the creation of individual and separate
“sensorial” objects (physical devices and interfaces) to
the management of data streams, to the finalisation of
information processes. More than a 'solo' activity, as design
is often considered, this kind of design– that I have called
Infoscape Design [Capucci, 2017] – resembles conducting
an orchestra. In the very near future, the communication
of science will also have to confront this passage from
mediascape to infoscape.
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Figure 2: Design, mediascape and infoscape, the author's diagram, 2016.
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Knowledge, cognition,
and science communication
Vincenzo Crupi

I

n the research areas that I know best from my own work
– philosophy of science and certain areas of cognitive science – science communication is not a prominent topic. In recent times I have been involved in the activities of a
panel on science communication promoted by Compagnia
di Sanpaolo and coordinated by the association Frame from
Turin, and I’ve come to the conclusion that such inattention
is largely mutual: in current (and sometimes intense) discussions on science communication, its nature and methods,
specific references to philosophy of science and to cognitive
science are fairly rare. This does not have to be a problem, of
course. But I happen to think that one could profitably give a

closer look at the connection and gain further insight, even
starting from rather basic notions and findings.
In selecting some illustrations in support of this suggestion, I took two recent contributions as a point of departure. The first one is by Antonio Gomes da Costa, Director of
Science Mediation and Education at Universcience in Paris,
to which both Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie and Palais de la Découverte belong. Da Costa’s article, published in
February 2019 on Exsite (webpage of the European Network
of Science Centres and Museums) provides an updated and
challenging outlook on a well-known and controversial issue, namely, the role and limits of so-called “deficit model”
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to understand the relationship between citizens and the
sciences (Gomes da Costa 2019). The author of the second
short article that I’ll consider later, on the other hand, is
indeed a philosopher and a most influential one: Timothy
Williamson from Oxford University. For some of our current
matters of concern, the title of Williamson’s piece (published on the New Statesman) go straight to the point:

“In the post-truth world, we need to remember
the philosophy of science: From climate change
to vaccination scares, what non-scientists
believe about science is literally a matter of life
and death”.
(Williamson, 2019)

The plane – and natural
interpretations
An airplane is flying at constant velocity and constant
altitude. The airplane drops down a big metal sphere. Question: what is the shape of the falling trajectory of the sphere?
At the beginning of the 1980ies, experimental psychologist
Michael McCloskey and his collaborator asked this same
question to dozens of university students. Thirty-six percent
of them drew the trajectory as in the D quadrant in Figure 1,
thus adopting a physical theory where the principle of inertia
does not apply. Eleven percent of the responses were like in
quadrant C: how should they be understood? According to
Paolo Bozzi (Bozzi 1990, p. 37), the C interpretation is nothing
but D as viewed from a person who is sitting on the airplane.
So the “Aristotelian” responses (namely, C and D taken together) would involve 47% of the participants. Response B —
chosen by 13% of the participants — has a “pre-modern” feature, too, for here an inertial effect arises, but the downward
component of motion is meant to have constant velocity.
Finally, 40% of the participants drew a trajectory akin to the
picture in quadrant A, approximately parabolic, thus in line
with modern physical theory. Among these people, however, one could still sometimes find the idea that the position
of the sphere when touching ground would be significantly
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behind the position reached by the airplane meanwhile (McCloskey 1983, pp. 302-304).

Figure 1.1: Taken from McCloskey (1983), p. 303.
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Findings like McCloskey et al.’s (1983) on “naïve
physics” illustrate an important phenomenon. Apparently,
this has been disregarded not only by advocates of socalled “deficit model” but also in many critical reactions to
the deficit model approach — or so I want to argue. Let me
explain better.
Following Gomes da Costa (2019), one can see critics
of the deficit model pointing out (quite appropriately) that
“the ‘public’ is not an empty vessel needing to be filled”
with adequate scientific knowledge. Challenging this idea,
opponents of the deficit model have often emphasized
that non-scientists might have an amount of legitimate
and relevant “lay knowledge” from sources outside a formal
scientific approach. In line with metaphorical discourse,
this viewpoint seems to suggest a “mixture model”: two
containers would now be involved, both of which full of
information (scientific and lay knowledge, respectively),
although markedly different in format and kind. Effective
science communication would then amount to combining
these two types of contents without misrepresenting or
dismissing any of them, allowing instead for constructive
interaction so that a more advanced form of shared
knowledge can emerge.

Insights
Surely there are cases in which this pattern prevails
(say, some health policy matters) and indeed such cases
highlight certain shortcomings of the deficit model, suggesting a more symmetric and participatory route to sharing scientific contents. The airplane example above, however, indicates that in many circumstances the limitations
of the deficit model arise in quite different respects, and
this is the first key point I want to make in this contribution.
As concerns problems that science can frame and address
effectively (like the trajectory of a falling object), the human mind is not an empty vessel – very true – not so much
because it harbors alternative, valuable, and compatible
contents, but rather because it spontaneously generates
intuitive solutions that systematically clash with our best
available scientific understanding. Lacking a better label, I
will call such intuitively plausible but scientifically unsound
solutions “natural interpretations” (the term is borrowed
from Feyerabend 1975, but the idea is only partly related).
Natural interpretations are not a form of “non-scientific knowledge” because (to put it crudely) they are usually
false. Nonetheless, I would like to emphasize why they deserve careful and specific consideration. Importantly, such
consideration is unlikely to arise in either the deficit model
or in some kind of “mixture model”, although for different
and perhaps opposite reasons.
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To begin with, natural interpretations are not alien to
the sciences themselves, and especially not to their history.
In many respects, the most staggering aspects in the
evolution of the sciences imply a stepwise process in which
natural interpretations are overturned time and again (a
pattern tracing back at least to the age of Plato and Aristotle).
The example of how Galileo had to confront the “tower
argument” put forward by the “Aristotelians” of his time
regarding the motion of the Earth (see again Feyerabend
1975 for a classic discussion) is an effective illustration, but
by no means the only or even the oldest one. So whenever
natural interpretations hinder appropriate reception of
certain parts of modern or contemporary science, one can
often discern a repetition of fragments of the history of the
relevant scientific discipline. It follows that some substantial
knowledge of the history of a given science may be an
important tool for effective communication of its contents
– a tool, one should add, that is rarely offered to the experts
themselves in their education.
So in order for science to grow, scientists of the past
had to find out (often with difficulty) how certain natural
interpretations of phenomena were mistaken. Ideally, communicating science to citizens (non-scientists) today would
then imply that they be given the same opportunity. This
also means that manners of aloofness or condescension by
the experts — which can arise all too easily — should be
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clearly avoided. The outcome here is the same as when
non-scientific lay knowledge is invoked and emphasized,
but the starting point and implications are different in important ways. The idea is to understand and to convey explicitly the role of natural interpretations, which leads to a
style of science communication focused not only on validated scientific information but also as much as possible
on the relevant processes whereby such information is
achieved. And here again, I would like to stress that we’re
dealing with a motivation which is specific and distinct as
compared to others (more common and still legitimate, of
course) having to do, for instance, with story-telling as a potentially effective tool in the communication of science.
Finally, natural interpretations are, well, natural: their
existence is by and large predictable and widespread. To
illustrate, I’ve employed one single classic example concerning so-called naïve physics (see Kubriche, Holyoak, and
Hongjing 2017, for a more recent discussion), but I happen
to believe that the same phenomenon shows up across
a wide range of disciplinary fields (see Carlisle and Shafir
2005 for a different kind of example). Occasionally, natural
interpretations partly survive even among experts: think
of the true or alleged finalistic residuals in theoretical discussions in evolutionary biology, and how difficult it is to
spot them and uncover their mistaken implications. Even
more common is for an expert in discipline X to be misled

by natural interpretations when s/he addresses a different
discipline Y. And, well, for our current purposes, the study of
science communication too — as challenging and embryonic as it may be — is itself a scientific discipline!

The hand of cards –
and reasoning biases
You are playing cards with your friend David. The
game is uncertain and engaging, and it’d be very useful
for you to know whether David’s hand includes an ace.
Consider the following propositions, and assume you know
that one and only one of them is true (you do not know
which one, though); the other is false.

1.
2.

If there is a king in David’s hand of cards,
then there is an ace.
If there is no king in David’s hand of cards,
then there is an ace.

Insights
What can you conclude?
A. In David’s hand of cards there is an ace.
B. In David’s hand of cards there is no ace.
C. In David’s hand of cards there might or might
not be an ace.
This puzzle was devised by cognitive psychologists
Phil Johnson-Laird and Fabien Savary about twenty years
ago (Johnson-Laird and Savary 1999). It is a kind of pure
reasoning task: it has almost nothing to do with what
we may know or believe in matters of science, history, or
anything else. What did Johnson-Laird and Savary find
out? That most people pick up response A. (What did you
choose?) That’s incorrect, however. Here is why, in brief. Let
us suppose that David’s hand does in fact include a king
and moreover that (1) is the false statement: then we can
not conclude that an ace is the hand, there might well be
none. The same happens in case no king is in the hand and
(2) is the false statement is.1 Sounds easy, right?
If you think that the logical problem of the hand of
cards is but a puzzle for brainiacs, well, you may be taking

1. Once response A is ruled out, C may seem to be the right answer.
This conclusion is reasonable for many plausible interpretations of statements
(1) and (2). To be precise, however, the matter is a bit more complicated. If we
understand (1) and (2) in terms of the usual conditional connective of classical
propositional logic, then the only sound response is B, as surprising as this may
appear. In fact, by this interpretation of “if…, then…”, a conditional statement is
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it too easy. I’ve chosen this example because it’s relatively
quick to explain and less popular than others, but the
related research tradition has piled up a massive amount of
findings supporting a very clear insight: human rationality
is significantly limited and imperfect. True, people cope
quite well in many ordinary circumstances through
reasoning shortcuts (“heuristics” in the relevant scientific
terminology). But when compliance with sharper reasoning
principles is required, then intuitive missteps are frequent
and systematic, even if — that’s important — the needed
factual information is available and no exogenous pressure
is interfering. (Among many references, one must at least
mention Kahneman 2012.)
So the prevailing mistake in the cards example is a
“logical illusion” akin to other well-known phenomena.
The most widely known is perhaps so-called confirmation
bias (actually a cluster of related but distinct cognitive
mechanisms, see Nickerson 1998). Importantly, cognitive
errors are labelled cognitive because they’re meant to
be widespread. Surely, there are important interaction
between the contents available to people and the cognitive
true unless the antecedent is true and the consequent is false. As a consequence,
the presence of an ace in David’s hand would immediately make both (1) and (2)
true. But we know that only one of them is true, so there cannot be an ace in the
hand! For the rest, it all depends on the king: if one is in the hand, then (1) will be
false and (2) true; and if no king is in the hand, then the other way around.
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paths that they pursue (accordingly, such interactions, too,
are topics of careful investigation in current research). Yet,
as far as we know, susceptibility to systematic reasoning
biases is not automatically removed by any specific domain
knowledge. In fact, the most spectacular achievements of
the sciences were not accomplished because cognitive
biases magically vanish among scientists, but rather
despite their persistence. Science represents a paradigm
of rationality just because it features a collection of
procedures and tricks aimed at reducing the errors arising
from misleading intuitions and potentially biased patterns
of inference (exemplars of such procedures are, of course,
mathematical proof and controlled experimentation).
How is all this related with the deficit model and
science communication? To see the connection, let us go
back to Gomes da Costa (2019). Gomes da Costa suggests
that criticism of the deficit model has been affected by
misunderstanding: critics seem to have taken for granted
that the model implies filling a gap (the “deficit”) of factual
information that the public allegedly lacks. However —
Gomes da Costa notes — already in so-called “Bodmer
report” (Royal Society of London, The Public Understanding
of Science, 1985) one can find much emphasis on how public
awareness should be increased as concerns key elements
of method for the construction and assessment of scientific
contents. Da Costa’s (2019) claim is that, if this point is
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appropriately retained, then the deficit model can remain
significant in the analysis and design of interventions. In
this way, however, the assumption that “there exists a group
that detains the knowledge and skills deemed essential
to understand the world and to deal with contemporary
challenges, and another group that don’t have relevant
knowledge to deal with these matters” (Gomes da Costa
2019) remains unscathed, with the only caveat that now the
conveyance from one group to the other includes aspects
of methods in addition to purely factual information. As
seen above, in the “mixture” model, this assumption is
challenged directly, claiming for the “public” access to
specific forms of knowledge outside the boundaries of
institutional scientific work. And in this case, too, I would
like to suggest different and independent reasons to revise
a sharp distinction between scientists and laypeople.
Humans largely share their basic cognitive structures,
generally efficient but prone to systematic errors too (Jeng
2006 provides an interesting discussion), and distinctive
methodological principles of scientific inquiry turn out to
be rather “unnatural” for both experts and non-experts. In
fact, precisely there lies much of their crucial importance.
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The preface – knowledge and
uncertainty
Prof. K is a rigorous and skillful scholar,
distinguished in her field. She is a Middle Age
historian and collected the outcomes of her
recent research work in a book. The text is very
rich, including 100 distinct main theses — call
them T1, T2, …, T100 — of significant scientific
interest. In Prof. K’s book, each of these 100
claims is supported by arguments whose
premises are established (e.g., textual findings
from accessible sources). Arguments in favor
of each claim are not infallible (like, let’s say, a
mathematical proof) and yet they’re very strong.
For these reasons, in the Preface of her book,
Prof. K writes “for each one of the theses here
submitted, I firmly believe in its truth on the
basis of the available evidence”. “On the other
hand”, she goes on, “I also consider it likely that
at least one of them be false”.
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1. Which one of these opposite statements you find
more convincing?
1a. What Prof. K writes in the Preface does not
make sense: it’s inconsistent.
1b. What Prof. K writes in the Preface is perfectly
consistent and sensible.
2. Which one of these opposite statements you find
more convincing?
2a. The main claims in Prof. K’s book will
probably include many pieces of true
knowledge.
2b. The main claims in Prof. K’s book cannot
include many pieces of true knowledge.
Unlike my previous illustrations, the Preface example
is not taken from experimental psychology. It’s a story
adapted from a popular “paradox” (in fact known as
the preface paradox), much debated in contemporary
epistemology (see Clark 2002, pp. 166-168). Moreover, as it
turns out, questions such as 1 and 2 above do not to have
straightforward answers. In this final part of my contribution,
I would like to put forward three remarks: (i) first, that the
most “optimistic” pattern of responses, namely 1b and 2a, is
plausible; (ii) second, that for certain interesting purposes
the Preface story can be taken as a metaphor of all science;
and (iii) that the analogy with the Preface example illustrates
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some central philosophical concepts that may be important
for science communication.
Before we get to points (i)-(iii), however, I will have
to extend the discussion somewhat. It might appear as a
(brief) digression, but it’ll turn out to be useful in the end, I
promise.
Try to ask a physicist if what current physical theories
state about, say, electrons is true. She will probably reply
something like: “What do you mean by ‘true’? The formalism
including the term ‘electron’ yields experimentally testable
predictions and indeed very accurate ones. If this is what
we mean, then yes, it’s ‘true’. But we cannot say more
than this!” If you ask a mathematician a similar question,
most frequent answers will be of two different kinds. The
first one sounds as follows, more or less: “I believe that
mathematical statements are true because they describe
abstract and timeless entities and structures. But this belief
is unproven and unprovable: an intuitive faith!” The second
typical answer (perhaps slightly less popular than the first
one, but still very compelling for some) says, on the other
hand: “It does not make sense to claim that mathematical
statements are true or false, as they do not actually describe
anything in the real world. Mathematics is like a very
special kind of game: it provides methods to manipulate
symbols according to rigorous rules, and that’s pretty
much all.” These are paradigmatic examples, but of course
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not unique: experts in a certain discipline usually have a
sketch of the philosophy of their science, and that applies
to the humanities and social and behavioral sciences too.
Following a forceful statement by Daniel Dennett, “there
is no such thing as philosophy-free science, there is only
science whose philosophical baggage is taken on board
without examination” (Dennett 1995, p. 21). As a matter of
fact, all examples above reflect philosophical positions that
were articulated in a more sophisticated fashion decades
(sometimes centuries) ago, and were then extensively
discussed, criticized, revised, and improved. We might call
such sketchy views “Sunday philosophies”, for they provide
an expert with quick and plausible answers to queries lying
outside the scope of ordinary work in labs and departments
– queries sometimes raised precisely by some meddler in
unusual contexts, such as a philosopher or a journalist. But
since “Sunday philosophies” may sound irreverent, I will
employ the more neutral “ancillary philosophies”.
Normally, science communication professionals have
been educated in some science (again, non-natural sciences are included here), and are thus familiar with at least
some elements of ancillary philosophy of science. As pointed out above, ancillary philosophies offer an epistemological and psychological foothold for members of a target
disciplinary community. Precisely for this reason, however,
they have not been devised as a sound theoretical basis for
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activities and projects of science communication in general. Let us take a major example. As I see it, a key philosophical problem for recent debates on science communication
is the possible conciliation of knowledge and uncertainty.
Indeed, in many contemporary societies the fallibility of science (to some extent illustrated by its very historical evolution) is a culturally acquired datum, deserving acknowledgment and inviting further clarification. On the other hand,
science is still considered as a unique and extraordinary
source of knowledge to understand the world and guide
individual and societal choices – a fully motivated appreciation, which also amounts to a form of social capital to
be preserved. Is there a coherent theoretical view by which
these two different ideas (fallibility and knowledge) can be
taken together? Trying to derive an answer from ancillary
philosophies is bound to fail, I submit: for the reasons outlined above, they do not display the right features of relevance and generality. And this brings us back to Williamson’s (2019) article, and to the Preface example.
Williamson emphasizes the need to keep three key
elements distinct: reality, data, and theories. Following his
illustration (concerning climate change):

“Accurate, effective reporting of science
must be honest about the nature of the
scientific arguments without losing the
reader in technicalities. Achieving even an
elementary understanding of the science
requires distinguishing three dimensions: its
subject (such as the past, present, and future
climate), evidence about the subject (such as
measurements of temperature), and theories
about it (such as a hypothetical mechanism for
global warming). To confuse any two of these
three dimensions leads to alarming mental
muddles, in which no theory lacks evidence, or
nothing happens unobserved, or a change of
theory is a change of climate.”
(Williamson, 2019)

Let us make a further step. Data provide support
(more or less strongly) to theories so that they can become
accepted: in the traditional epistemological terminology,
this is the logical relation of justification. The truth or falsity
of theories, instead, exclusively depends on the relationship
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between theory and reality: the former may describe (more
or less precisely) the latter, or not, and what we believe and
why is entirely inconsequential in this respect. It follows
that justification and truth are not the same thing. What
about knowledge? Traditionally, it is often meant to be a
belief (in a theory) that is true (matching reality) and also
justified (by available data). This is an analysis of knowledge
that philosophers have been discussing thoroughly for two
thousand years or more, but for our current purposes will
work just right.
Sounds too simple? In his article, Williamson is careful
to signal how philosophical research (including his own: see
Williamson 2000) has developed a number of variants and
important refinements of the basic framework above. But
remember our goal here, rather modest after all: we mean
to figure out if it is possible to outline a general view whereby a conciliation of knowledge and uncertainty is achieved,
thus facing some underlying demands of science communication – a purpose, recall, which normally lies outside the
reach of ancillary philosophies.
And now, we finally get back to the character in our
fictitious story, Prof. K, who has 100 hypotheses, each one
strongly supported by available and relevant data. K cannot
rule out altogether being wrong, but she considers each of
her hypotheses very probable given the data, and thus believes that each one is true. As such hypotheses are many
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and distinct, however, the probability that at least one
among T1, T2, …, T100 is false is also significant (simplifying a
bit, it is a large sum of many small probabilities), and K is
aware of this too. So what she writes in the Preface makes
sense, and we have a reconstruction supporting response
1b. So far so good. But can we also say that K’s list of major claims in her book includes many pieces of knowledge?
(That was response 2a above.) After all, one could object, for
each of the hypotheses T1, T2, …, T100, we cannot rule out that
it’s false. Yes, but wait: we still have good reasons (the total
available evidence) to think that a good deal of them is true
— for we just said that each one is very likely given the data!
So K’s theses are justified beliefs, and many will be true;
hence, many of them neatly fulfil our traditional definition
of knowledge. True, we do not know with certainty which
ones exactly amount to actual knowledge, but to say that
many pieces of knowledge are among T1, T2, …, T100 remains
compelling nonetheless
The whole of our science is in a sense just like Prof.
K’s book. For each of the more advanced and important
contents (hypotheses and theories), the possibility of falsity for sure does exist, and thus there also exists the (greatly fainter) possibility that all of them are false (Popper, for
one, emphasized this point explicitly: “the whole of science
might err”, Popper 1935/1959, p. 5). But nothing forces us to
assume that knowledge demands complete certainty. Fol-
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lowing our development of Williamson’s (2019) remarks, it
is most plausible to think that many of our hypotheses supported by evidence are indeed true, and thus solid ground
to understand the world and inform action and policy. To
sum up, knowledge and uncertainty are not incompatible.
QED.
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The reason for cultural
audience development
Nicola Facciotto

I

t has not always been that way: for centuries artists, producers of culture and the public were aligned within the
same logical horizon on the basis of which, on the one
side, there stood someone with “something to say” and, on
the other, someone who found it in some way “enjoyable”
to listen to them and therefore – within the varied framework of the possible options – chose to sit in front of a stage,
to take their seat in a cinema, to visit a fair, an exhibition or
a show.
Euripides staged a tragedy and the Athenians of the
5th century BC flocked to the theatres to see it, Puccini
wrote La Fanciulla del West and it was not unusual to meet
people who had left school when they were nine who could

hum the most important arias, millions of people – of every
class, origin and background – visited the international exhibitions.
Nowadays, two objections are commonly raised when
this simple and general observation is made.
The first considers that examples like the ones given
above actually lie outside the boundaries of real “cultural production”. The second, just as frequent and perhaps
more trenchant, shifts the basis of the argument to the inevitable changing times which preclude any possible kind
of comparison
Faced with the first objection, we should however
remember that – for example – Puccini, far from being a
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mere craftsman hired to charm the “good souls” , was one
of the most radical innovators of the operatic tradition, and
that works by painters of the calibre of Corot, Delacroix and
Ingres were exhibited at the International Exhibition of Paris in the mid 19th century (which was attended by around 5
million people).
The second objection, though of an extremely general character, allows us to focus on a part of the problem
and to outline some possible solutions. It's true, “times have
changed”, and something has been interrupted. This break
would appear to be 'punctual' as you might say, when compared with the much broader timeframe during which we
passed from the “consumption” of culture as a “natural
phenomenon” to what we might identify as an “induced
phenomenon”.
Faced with such a complex problem, however, it is not
entirely a waste of time to ask ourselves two simple questions. When did it happen? Why?
Some people identify the cause of this “rift” with the
general change in habits and customs, others – more specifically – with the diffusion of television as an instrument
of mass entertainment, others still with the arrival of the
Internet, the decline of editorial guidelines, or with the education system which does not produce generations of diligent music lovers and so on.
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Observations like those just mentioned are, on the
whole, correct but risk shifting the focus from the “proposal” to its “alternative”. In order to explain the reason why, on
a Saturday evening, Mario Rossi does not go to the theatre
with his wife, we observe how Mario has chosen to spend
the evening on the sofa in front of the television. As an appendix it is usually noted that the cultural level of the offer
which Mario Rossi has decided to take up is rather low and
the usual deterioration in people's habits is recorded, an assertion with which – as always – everybody is in agreement.
The shift in focus is evident: instead of thinking about what
exactly is lacking in the theatre proposal that would make
it a possible for Mr. Rossi, our attention is concentrated on
that which, at the end of the day, appeared to him to be the
more interesting alternative.
This kind of distorted vision does no favours for the
world of culture which – in this way – somehow absolves
itself and becomes resistent (or impermeable) to the processes of innovation that are sweeping across other sectors.
To understand the reason why the theme of audience
development crops up more and more often in the cultural
sector and why an antinomy between “rigorous and reliable content” and “attractive and interesting content” even
seems natural, we need to take a look back, focussing on
some of the macro-dynamics which have marked the world
of culture in the last 60 years and how this world relates to
the theme of “the public” and its “participation in the offer”.
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Almost up until the beginning of the current decade,
a major portion of this sector relied, essentially, on a financial contribution which arrived from public resources for its
sustainability and, in many cases, its actual subsistence.
From the end of the second war until fairly recent
years, a substantial flow of public money has been used to
maintain theatres and museums, opera houses and exhibitions, festivals and reviews with the principal aim of reaching two objectives:

1. to broaden and democratise the accessibility of
culture;
2. to save the “cultural product” from the dynamics
of “the market economy”.
Although with some significant differences, public
support for culture has been offered transversally across
the whole sector, regardless of the nature or the dimension
of the organisations, the field of activity or the geographical
location.
The direct and inevitable result of this “exogenous”
support has been to allow the entire sector, with very few
exceptions, to afford the privilege and the luxury of being
self-referential. It has made it possible to neglect (and, at
times, ignore) that natural logic which governs the relationship between supply and demand – something quite unthinkable within any other sector.
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In the name of the unquestionable principle which
assumes that the cultural product, by its nature, is unable
to support itself fully in a market context, and on the basis of
the shared belief that the cultural offer cannot model itself
exclusively on the desires of the end users, generations of
artistic directors, curators, superintendents and promotors
have concentrated their efforts on the quality of the “product”, effectively pushing into the background the need to
offer the public enjoyable and intelligible experiences.
This approach by the sector is probably one of the
main reasons that, in Italy today, the level of participation
by the public in the cultural offer is extremely low: 38% of
the adult population is completely inactive as far as cultural
participation is concerned, the figure rises to almost 60% in
parts of Southern Italy (source: Istat 2016).
The situation in Italy, though particularly critical, is in
line with the dynamics to be found in the whole of Europe.
The situation outlined by the Eurobarometer report on cultural participation, showed numbers in almost constant
decline from 2007 to 2013, coinciding with a reduction in
consumption which can by now be presumed to represent
a trend: there is a decline in the numbers of people attending museums (from 41% to 37%) and concerts (from 37% to
35%), and using libraries (from 35% to 31%) and , in general,
“consumers” of “cultural products”.
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On a closer look, it could be that the situation described by the statistics is actually less pessimistic than it
first appears because it refers to the fruition of traditional
forms of culture in traditional ways (books, cinema, theatre,
concerts etc.) and does not measure the most recent modalities and consumer practices (e,g, watching content in
streaming or on demand), it is, however, clear that the cultural institutions and organisations of today must come to
terms with a public which – in general terms and in relation
to “cultural products” ordained as such by the legacy of decades of liturgies – is becoming less numerous and (above
all) is becoming more interconnected with socio-demographic variables (age, income, ethnic group, geographical
location, etc.)
In this case, too, the situation does not just concern
our country specifically: the current indications from the
European Union regarding cultural programming tell us
that the effort that started in the mid 20th century and
was aimed at democratising the access to culture has
produced modest and disappointing results, irrespective of
the policies adopted locally in the various States.
A progressive and radical decrease in public support
for culture has inserted itself in the conjunctural scenario
that, in relation to the general economic crisis, is seeing a
gradual reduction in audience numbers.
Therefore, to summarise in broad terms the way things
are going: on the one hand the numbers of "consumers" of
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culture are decreasing, and on the other its principal source
of sustenance is dwindling.
The combination of these factors, in themselves apparently quite worrying, is leading to transformational consequences that can be considered positive.
In the first place, the withdrawal of public assistance
opens the doors to the legitimisation and revaluation of
the role of cultural business. In those areas once firmly controlled by the public administration and which have now
been liberated, spaces for innovative cultural practices
open up based on what is, effectively, private enterprise.
Secondly, the “curatorial/authorial” role of operators in
the cultural sector is starting to fade in favour of planning
and operational methods which pay more and more
attention to the people who are to come into contact with
the proposals. Whereas, for decades, with an outlook that
was dangerously tinged with self-referentiality, projects
were based on the “what”, today the “how” and the “for
whom” have become just as important.
In this context, audience development and audience
engagement have taken on a previously unheard of
importance for institutions, bodies and cultural enterprises
as their objective becomes to increase and diversify their
public and to improve the relationship between the
public and the “cultural product”. The prevailing attitude
now is that the cultural sector must somehow affirm its
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cultural relevance in order to procure itself acceptable and
guaranteed levels of sustainability.
My point of view on this topic can only be that of the
cultural enterprise and is, therefore, a partial and probably
limited point of view. It is clear, in fact, how, for a cultural
enterprise, quite apart from any objectives regarding social
impact that the company might set itself as its mission, it
is indispensible to work to render the users (can we go so
far as to call them “consumers”?) to the highest possible
degree:

1. numerous (increasing the “core” or “engaged” audience);
2. diverse (involving the “potential” audience);
3. interested in new, varied and subsequent proposals (will the audience involved today still be interested in participating tomorrow?).
The answer to our original question is contained in
the need to balance these three components.
A scenario is not, in fact, emerging where the tendency to promote dialogue with completely transversal
segments of the public and the safeguarding of cultural
and scientific content find themselves on opposite sides of
the fence. On the contrary, the need to continuously offer
new stimuli to the engaged audience protects against the
risk of a cultural supply that chases the public demand at
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all costs, generally lowering the level, the depth and the
sophistication of the offer – a threat often brandished by
scaremongers.
Experience has demonstrated, now that traditional
canons of participation have been definitively discarded,
the falsity of the myth, fed by decades of self-referentiality,
that contrasts a rich and refined cultural offer, aimed at
an audience that is small in number but extremely wellinformed, with light, superficial, cultural entertainment
destined for the less “cultured” masses.
Is it therefore possible to safeguard cultural content,
without distorting its typical forms of expression and, at
the same time, to engage broad, diversified and satisfied
audiences who perceive the “consumption” of a cultural
product as an “enjoyable” moment of pleasant discovery,
deepened understanding, or intelligent entertainment?
The answer is, undoubtedly, "yes" and it is precisely in
this direction that the best and most innovative practices in
cultural programming in this country are moving.
The possible ingredients of the formula:

1. the design of the proposals takes into account and
draws on the analysis of the context, the society
and the cultural markets (the proposal is the concretisation of a “collective dream/need” and not
of an “individual dream/need”). The proposal is
designed with the specific objective of breaking
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down “material” and “immaterial” barriers to access (barriers of a physical, economic, psychological, social and cultural nature);

is excellence (attention not only to the "cultural
product" in itself, but also to the surrounding elements);

2. marketing and communication are informed by

It is not, therefore, possible to quantify a specific percentage of the budget to be allocated to audience development and audience engagement with respect to the budget dedicated to the “production” and the “promotion” of
the content.
It is perhaps more correct to talk about organisations,
bodies, enterprises which intend to "transform themselves"
to face the paradigm shift which is taking place across the
cultural sector today by taking an “audience oriented” approach and somehow gaining a competitive advantage
from this change of scene.
This new approach tends to influence every aspect
of the organisations across the board, including top-level
management, cultural and scientific direction, day-to-day
management and services to the public, marketing and
communication, education and even fund raising.

surveys, by research, by listening and adopt styles
and forms capable of reaching potential audiences and non-audiences (reach);

3. every aspect connected with conveying content
is oriented towards the “significance” of the message, its pleasantness and understandibility. Everything that is incomprehensible seems, at the
same time, unpleasant, causes exclusion and rejection and, therefore, generates “non-audience”.
By the same token, everything that is perceived to
be uninteresting or superficial distances significant sections of the potential target (the possibility
of a “multi-level” reading of the proposals, diversification of the “formats”);

4. “mediation” aims to describe and interpret the
context, to provide tools to enhance the intelligibility
of the offering and create the conditions for best
possible experience.

5. careful attention is paid to every detail of the complete user experience and the guiding objective
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From ethical mapping to
professional identity: rebuilding the
ecosystem of scientific communication
starting from values

69

Daniela Ovadia

W

hat makes scientific communication a good thing,
morally right and useful for a society? Fabien
Medvecky, professor of science communication at
the University of Otago in New Zealand, asked the question
in the Journal of Science Communication [1].
The answer is not what a scientist would expect: there
is no single reason to inform the general public of scientific
results. There are many, some of which are conflicting. There
is the need to inform people in an objective and transparent way about how public money is spent and about the
progress of human knowledge. But there is also the need
to educate and train people to think critically through a

narrative of science that focuses mostly on the methodology rather than on the result.
The ethical goal of science communication should be,
for example, to clear up doubts by offering tools of knowledge and, at the same time, to invite people to doubt and to
continue the search for an answer compatible also with their
own vision of the world. Citizens and policy makers need to
come to terms, in their daily decisions, with uncertainty, risk,
the estimation of probability, individual values and, ultimately, the absence of an absolute truth, unchangeable over
time and space.
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Thomas Dietz, sociologist at the Michigan State University, in an article published in the PNAS wrote:

“Decisions always involve both facts and values,
whereas most science communication focuses
only on facts. If science communication is
intended to inform decisions, it must be
competent with regard to both facts and values.
Public participation [in scientific debate-editor's
note] inevitably involves both facts and values”.
[2]

One discipline,
many professions
Medvecky also states:

“Science communication cannot neatly call
on any ‘off-the shelf’ ethical guides because
fundamentally, science communication
is neither science nor journalism, nor
straightforward communication. Science
communication may be a relation to all these,
but it is something else too. The question is
exactly what is this ‘something else’. And this
is where ethical reflection really comes into its
own. Working out an ethical base for science
communication, requires we work out what is
at the core of science communication and how
science communication relates
to these fields”. [1]
In the end, to fully understand why it is right to communicate science and what is the best way to do so, we
should first of all ask ourselves why we do it and we should
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accept the fact that the reasons are not the same as the
ones that push us to do science. Science communication,
in any way we do it, is not the handmaid of science, a megaphone amplifying a totally positive idea of research and
progress, but a discipline in its own right, with its own epistemology and its own practice.
The many purposes served by science communication are reflected in the variety of professional figures involved in this field. Scientists and researchers are science
communicators when they explain their work (and the
work of other scientists); teachers who educate young people in schools and universities are science communicators,
but also people who run educational labs, museum guides and the people who organise scientific cultural events, festivals, exhibitions and science cafés. People who are
on social media to talk about science identify themselves
as science communicators (bloggers, youtubers and instagrammers), as do the many professionals working in public
engagement and those who set up participatory processes to help scientific research to become more responsive to the needs of society. People working in press offices
and communication departments of research institutes, in
non-profit institutions, funding foundations and in companies involved in research and development all produce their
own peculiar form of science communication. Above all, for
historical reasons, we must include science journalists who
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play the double role of narrators of scientific news and of
science “watchdogs” (in accordance with the traditional social role of journalism which is to guarantee democracy in
every sector of civil life).
Is it possible to imagine an ethical framework for such
a diverse set of professional figures? This is the topic under
discussion today. One thing is not under discussion: there is
a need to find an ethical lowest common denominator because the troubles traditional media are experiencing and
the need for ever greater flexibility in the labour market – in
Italy as in other countries – have broken the barriers between professional figures once considered as separate and distinct, if not, indeed, incompatible.
Since these different professions often require similar
skills, it is not unusual for the same person to cover different
roles at different times in their professional life, sometimes
even simultaneously. As a matter of fact, this is related to
the loss of trust in science communicators at the eyes of
the public, which is itself related to the general distrust in
institutions.
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Trust
in science
Every year, IPSOS Mori publishes its Veracity Index [3]
which surveys a sample of British citizens to evaluate the
trust in different professions. Scientists have been at the top
places of the Veracity Index, with 85% of the interviewees
declaring that they trust them, as opposed to 26% who trust
journalists, a profession that has slightly increased in trust
since 2015. The small revival in the trust in journalism has
also been recorded by the Edelman Trust Barometer (4), a
survey conducted in the United States. In 2019, it showed a
(slight) increase in trust in media representatives, especially
among the better-informed public, in parallel with the development of a public debate around “fake news” and the
need for professionals to act as intermediaries between the
source and the final reader in order to check how reliable
the source is.
An interesting study, conducted by the Pew Research
Center in America in 2015 to compare the opinions of scientists around controversial scientific topics (from GMOs to
vaccines to global warming) with the opinions of ordinary
citizens, supports the idea that, when it comes to science,
the lay public “does not practise what it preaches”.

According to the survey, the trust in scientists is more
theoretical than real. 88% of the expert members of the
American Academy for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
consider the use of GMOs in food to be safe, 98% are convinced that the Darwinian theory of evolution is credible and
87% believe that climate change is anthropogenic, while
only 37, 65, and 50% of the general population, respectively,
agrees with the scientists on the same topics.
Cary Funk commented on this survey in an article in
Issues in Science and Technology [5]:

“It is important to keep in mind that public
beliefs about science and scientists aren’t
necessarily indicators of trust, per se. One
example involves public support for the
products of scientific and technological
innovation. A Pew Research Center survey
found that about two-thirds of people see the
effects of science on society as mostly positive,
which is consistent with some 35 years of data
from the General Social Survey. Looking at the
components of trust in science across these
three scientific areas—vaccines, climate
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change, and GM food—two patterns stand out.
First, public trust in scientists is stronger, by
comparison, than it is for several other groups
in society. For example, many more people
report trust in information from medical
scientists, climate scientists, and GM food
scientists than information from industry
leaders, the news media, and elected officials.
On the other hand, no more than about half of
people hold strongly trusting views of scientists
in any of these domains. For example, only
47% of people say that medical scientists
understand the health effects of the measles,
mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine “very well.”
Some 43% hold soft positive views of medical
understanding about the MMR vaccine, saying
medical scientists understand this issue “fairly
well.” The scientific enterprise is complex and
so, too, is public opinion about science. The
notion of trust itself has multiple dimensions.
Public trust in scientists encompasses
expectations about scientists’ actions, trust in
scientists to be honest brokers of information,

trust in scientific expertise and understanding,
and trust in the motivations and influences
operating on science research. Viewed through
that lens, levels of public trust in science are
quite varied, particularly across scientific
domains"

In the end, the public trusts scientists but not necessarily what they say about issues that involve political
and social values. When a science journalist or, in general,
a science communicator merely reports on the state of the
art of science rather than discussing the complexity of the
issue they a covering, they reinforce rather than counteract
the public's skepticism.
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Constructing an ethical code
for science communication
The SATORI project, financed by the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission carried
out an extended analysis of ethical practices in the field
of science and technology in various European countries,
identifying the framework within which the various stakeholders and disciplines act [6]. The results of the analysis
demonstrate the values expressed within the ethical framework that identifies each scientific discipline and each
profession, and how these frameworks influence the goals
of each discipline and profession and the public perception
of them.
Trust in scientists, for example, derives from the belief that their profession and work is inspired by some binding principles. These were clearly set out by David Resnik,
back in 1993, in his book on the ethics of science: honesty
in declaring scientific data; careful recording and analysis
of the results to avoid errors; independent interpretation
and analysis of the results based on the data and not influenced by external sources; the methodology, the data
and the interpretations must be fully and openly shared by
means of publications and presentations; results must be
validated by the replication of experiments and must be
peer-reviewed; sources of information, data and ideas must
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be correctly attributed; there is a moral obligation towards
society in general and, in some disciplines, a responsibility
to assess possible risks for human and animal rights [7].
A set of professional ethics is therefore an extremely
useful tool to openly declare the objectives one wishes to reach, the means by which one is allowed to reach them and
the methodology to be used to achieve the expected goal.
Science communication struggles in defining an
unequivocal set of ethical norms which contributes to the
creation of a shared professional identity, recognised by
all the players involved. However, it is now clear that only a
transparent ethical and deontological framework can define the many professional figures, their role in the scientific
ecosystem and, in the end, their impact on society.
The European Community too, which has stressed
the concept of “responsible research and development” in
order to regain the public's trust in the solutions offered by
science to the problems of a rapidly changing world, has realised that science communication is a necessary element
for reaching this objective. It has not yet realised, however,
the importance of guaranteeing that science communication adheres to shared and solid ethical principles like those that govern (or should govern) the scientific method.
Nonetheless, a professional model to use as a starting
point, or at least for comparison, already exists and it is the
code of science journalism.
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The community of science journalists has been discussing its own ethical peculiarities for decades. On the one
hand, it shares the need of non-specialized journalism to be
independent, to avoid conflicts of interest and to monitor
its area of interest (that is, scientific research and technological progress) in order to warn the public when something
is not working the way it should; on the other hand, it shares with science a methodological approach which implies
a value system, that is, the independent gathering of data,
the evaluation of this data without external influences, the
reproducibility of the conclusions and the need to focus on
the areas of uncertainty, at the root of both refutations and
new discoveries.
Due to their uncomfortable position, halfway between
two disciplines, the science journalist's relations with both
non-specialized journalists and scientists are often tense.
The journalists, for example, struggle to understand why
some of the basic principles of good journalism (such as the
need to give a balanced account of all the different points of
view) are not applicable in exactly the same way to science
journalism which adopts, instead, the scientific method
based on hypothesis, testing and validation. Scientists, on
the other hand, cannot understand why science journalists
are so concerned about the mistakes of science (for
example, topics like fraud and conflict of interest), and also
about the social and value-based aspects of the discoveries,

rather than sticking to the straightforward reporting of the
facts (or data).
Ethical science journalism is also a means to
consolidate the public's trust in science as Gary Schwitzer
explains in an interview. Schwitzer is a journalist and founder
of the project HealthNewsReview.org, which has, for years,
been evaluating medical articles on new therapeutic
approaches published in the American press in the light of
a few principles of good reporting. It reports the results of
these evaluations to the authors of the articles and, by these
means and with some struggles, has managed to improve
the quality of medical journalism in the United States.

“(My) project has always been more than a
media watchdog project.... It’s our goal to help
people improve their critical thinking about
claims made about treatments, tests, products
and procedures – to help people learn a few
concepts so that they could understand how to
evaluate claims about health care research.”
[…]
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“When health care news is reported in an
inaccurate, imbalanced or incomplete manner,
people will predictably be hurt. The harms
may include being misled into placing false
hope in an unproven approach, scheduling
unnecessary physician visits because of
something seen or heard in the news – only
to have it debunked – a waste of time for all
involved, spending time and money pursuing
ideas that have no relevance in an individual’s
life while failing to pursue more evidencebased approaches. More broadly, confused
or frustrated news consumers or health
care consumers may lose trust in medicine
and science. And journalism’s integrity and
trustworthiness may be harmed” [8].

Gary Schwitzer's work is an example of the role that
science journalism plays in regard to science and that the
ethicists involved in the European project SATORI have defined 'informal ethical and social assessment'. More and
more often, those who suggest a research project or deve-
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lop new technologies are asked to evaluate in advance the
possible ethical and social consequences of their work.
There are specific methodologies to do this [9, 10], but
often good science journalists carry out a type of investigation guided by a less systematic approach that nonetheless
leads to similar results. Those results should offer the public the information they need to understand and evaluate
scientific and technological innovations: provided, that is,
that someone is interested in publishing such articles and
that the public trusts the author.
A recent article published by Thomas Hayden and
Erica Check Hayden in 'Frontiers in Communication' talks
about “an unlikely golden age in science journalism”, despite the widespread economic crisis that traditional press is
suffering [11]. It refers, in particular, to the quality and quantity of articles regarding the environment which have been
published in the United States since President Donald Trump started an anti-scientific campaign based on the denial of climate change. “The careers of individual science
and environmental journalists have never been more precarious... yet, science and environmental journalists today
are producing more and better journalism than ever before, often publishing in a new generation of science-focused
digital magazines” say the authors.
Carrie Figdor, philosopher and expert in communication, went even further in an article also published in "Fron-
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tiers in Communication", and, while identifying a fundamental epistemological problem, she asks herself: “when is
science reporting ethical?” [12]. She writes:

“Epistemic responsibility is already a formal
norm of the profession: for example, the U.S.
Society for Professional Journalists’ Code of
Ethics states that journalists should “take
responsibility for the accuracy of their work”
and “verify information before releasing it.”
The question is how science journalists can
satisfy these epistemic norms when belief that
scientists are following their own ethics of
inquiry is unwarranted.”

She adds that, even if science reporting started as
a “cheerleading enterprise to win public appreciation for
science”, today its role is that of monitoring science and directly influences its quality. She concludes:

“Science journalists and scientists are two
professional figures forming a complex
knowledge community, with science news as
the interdisciplinary product”

In an article published in Nature in 2014, the BBC
science journalist Susan Watts put the seal on the specific
nature of science journalism in the complex and ever-changing ecosystem of scientific communication. She writes:

“There is a fundamental difference between
science communication and science
journalism. At the science communication end
of the spectrum sit the stories that show people
how exciting science can be, the discovery of a
wonder material, perhaps, or a new subatomic
particle.
[...]
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Science journalism's job is to tell the stories
that explore the murky underbelly of science
[...]
We need science journalism to weigh up the
values and the vices of new science. Without
it, we will struggle to place science in its social
context as we grapple with its challenges.
[...]
The risk is that in our intoxication with the
'wonder' of science, we miss its murkiness.
Or worse, we deliberately avoid asking the
questions that challenge scientists and
technologists about the work they do. Lose that
critical perspective, and we lose the ability to
take an informed view of what it is we want
from science” [14].

The fundamental ethical elements of good science
reporting that “by reducing complexity allows the expansion of public understanding” [13] can be summarized as
follows: independence, transparency in declaring sources,
methodological and analytical rigour, the integration of social and value aspects into the scientific discourse and the
evaluation of the impact of science.
What about the other professional figures involved in
the communication of science? Can we imagine these inspiring founding principles being adopted by them as well?
The answer is not easy, but in some cases (e.g. in the case
of organizers of scientific cultural events and festivals, educators, and science reporters on social media) it is certainly
possible, but only after a common analysis, and it requires
the people who have chosen to work in this field to become
professionals.
It is harder to apply these principles when it comes to
scientists (if only because they often talk about their own
work or their own field of knowledge, about which they cannot be as objective as an outsider), or press and communication offices whose task is to show their own institution or
researcher in a positive light [15].
All this is true even though, in Italy, the Law 150/2000
introduced an ethical oxymoron by stating that those working in press and communications offices within public
administration departments and universities should all be
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members of the Order of Journalists which should, in theory,
be the “counterpart” of independent journalists and science
communicators.
It is possible, however, to promote a joint reflection aimed at outlining the goals of the different professional figures in the context of science communication and in relation
to the public and, consequently, to develop a set of ethical
principles that will inevitably be partially shared and partially
differentiated.
This collective work is all the more necessary now
that science communication has come to be part and
parcel of the work of scientists and researchers who are
also evaluated on the basis of the so-called “Third mission”,
which, after research and teaching, includes everything
they do to “open up towards the socio-economic context by
fostering the transfer of knowledge” but does not provide
for any ad hoc training either on a practical level, or, let
alone, an ethical level.
To answer Medvecky's question “What makes scientific communication a good thing?” we still need one
more element: the evaluation of what one does or, in other
words, measuring the impact. One of the main problems
of the communication of science is to measure objectively
how effective it is, what impact it has on people but also on
science and the way in which it is carried out. Without this
assessment it is hard to define, a priori, its social value.
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Although we have many tools that offer to establish
how effective a piece of scientific communication is by using
qualitative/quantitative methods such as questionnaires
and interviews, what's missing is a collective reflection on
what we want to achieve, on which professions are best placed to achieve that, and by what means.
At the end of the day, there can – and must – be a
multitude of goals: education, improvement of the relationship between citizens and science, the promotion of
science-based policies, making scientists more aware of
their social role and their duty towards their fellow citizens,
reducing the number of believers in pseudosciences, bringing about changes in behaviour, stimulating curiosity, informing people, involving the public in scientific decisions
and even actively involving them in research, providing citizens and political decision-makers with timely elements of
knowledge they can use to take decisions that impact the
whole society.
Only when we have a clear idea of what we want to
obtain can we foster a professional attitude on the part of
the many figures and evaluate how effectively they perform.
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Conclusions
The creation of a clear ethical and deontological reference framework is a precondition to define the identity of
each profession and to establish its credibility. In the field of
science communication, starting from the ethical aspects
would allow us to establish the appropriate fields and tools
to be used by the many professionals, even when the same
person covers more than one role. This would also help in
the difficult but inevitable management of conflicts of interest (both real and perceived).
There are already many theoretical ethical and deontological frameworks for scientists as well as for science
journalists: using these as a starting point should allow us to
define, even by contrast and analogy, the other figures. By
fostering ethical reflection we will be able to act right from
the training stage to fulfill the needs emerging from the discussion (for example, the need for science communicators
to have both scientific and humanistic skills, in particular in
philosophy of science, social psychology and sociology).
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Dynamics of polarisation
in the public debate on social media
Fabiana Zollo

O

ver the years, the Internet has been celebrated
for its enormous potential in areas such as the
sharing of data and information, the circulation
of knowledge and the promotion of public debate, thus
contributing to the enthusiastic rhetoric surrounding socalled collective intelligence (Lévy & Bononno, 1997), a new
form of intelligence which arises from the collaboration
and the collective efforts of single individuals. The
web is characterised as an extremely hyper connected
environment in which communications are rapid, easy and
free from every kind of space or time barrier. While we are
on this subject, let's focalise for a moment on the small-

world theory tested by Milgram in the 1960s (Milgram,
1967). This American psychologist wanted to understand
how many intermediaries are necessary to connect any
two people in the world. In the experiment Milgram chose,
at random, some Americans living in the Midwest and
asked them to send a package to a recipient (unknown to
them) in Massachusetts about whom they knew only the
name, the job and the area in which they lived, but not the
address. Each participant had to forward their package to
the person, among their acquaintances, who they guessed
would be the one most likely to know the recipient. The
person chosen would then repeat the process until the
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package arrived in the hands of its intended recipient.
By keeping a track of each passage, Milgram determined
that the average number of intermediaries necessary to
connect two people was 5.2, giving rise to the concept of six
degrees of separation. This number, on Facebook, has today
been reduced to 3.57 (Bhagat et al., 2016). In other words,
each person is connected to every other person on the
platform by an average of three and a half people. This is an
example of how the advent of the new technologies, social
networks in particular, has revolutionised the way in which
we communicate, find out information, and modify the
information space, allowing anyone to produce content and
share their personal opinion. We rely more and more on the
Internet and social media in our daily life, both at home and
at work. As of the third quarter of 2018, Facebook boasted
2.32 billion active users every month (more than half of the
worldwide online population), while the use of WhatsApp to
keep up with the news has tripled since 2014 (Nic et al., 2018).
It has been calculated that 2.46 million posts are produced
every minute on Facebook alone, and 1.8 million 'likes' are
clicked. Social media are rapidly establishing themselves as
the principal source of information for many of their users,
who prefer to obain information via social networking
sites, search engines and news aggregators rather than
by directly accessing the web site of the source. Over the
years, traditional mass media like the press, radio and TV
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have been flanked by a heterogeneous mass of information
sources whose content is no longer mediated before it
reaches the general public. Disintermediation or, more
recently, neointermediation (Giacomini, 2018) is discussed,
since the news is often filtered by algorithms which have
become necessary to process a quantity of information that
is otherwise too great to be grasped.
Despite the vast amount of information however, the
quality can be low, for reasons that range from the difficulty
of monetising the content, to the continued reduction of
investment in information, to the limited use of verifying
mechanisms in the journalistic profession (AGCOM, 2018).
Access to information is increasingly seen to happen via
smartphones and mobile devices, which impacts on the
modality and the speed with which information is processed
and elaborated. It is evident how this context is at the root
of the diminished reputation and the loss of trust in the
traditional information system on the part of the public and
how it can push the users to place their trust in alternative,
often unqualified, sources of information. Since right back
in 2013 the World Economic Forum (WEF) has counted
the global risk of mass digital disinformation among the
major technological and geopolitical risks of our era, on a
par with growing religious fanaticism, cybernetic attacks
and terrorism (Howell, 2013). In all its manifestations, from
deliberately false information created to the detriment
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of others, to the innaccurate, the deceptive and the
misleading, to mere propaganda, disinformation can have
negative effects on public opinion and repercussions on
society. In this connection, let's remember Jade Helm 15, a
military exercise which took place in the United States in
the summer of 2015 and which was perceived by certain
groups of online conspiracy theorists as an attempt by
Barack Obama to impose martial law, to the extent that
the governor of Texas, Greg Abbott, ordered the National
Guard to monitor the operation. Similarly, after two people
died from drinking too much salt water during the recent
Ebola epidemic in Africa, the World Health Organisation
was forced to reiterate that the rumours circulating online
about mysterious cures or alternative practices were not
reliable and that they could prove to be very dangerous1.
Another case is South Africa where already inadequate
health policies caused the (avoidable) deaths of more than
300,000 people from AIDS; but these tragic events were
exacerbated by negationists who maintain that HIV is
harmless and that antiretroviral drugs cause the infection
rather than treat it.
On the Internet, an enormous amount of information
vies for our attention, which is nevertheless limited. Acti-

1. Source: https://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/ebola/15-august-2014/en/
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vating one's capacity for analysis, reflection and synthesis is
often difficult; what come to the fore, instead, are cognitive
biases (or prejudices) – heuristic shortcuts which we use to
simplify reality and (re)act rapidly. While these mechanisms
can be fundamental for our very survival, at times they can
turn into mental traps and mislead us. We are subject to
many kinds of bias: from negativity bias, which makes us
overestimate danger, to frequency bias, which induces us
to exaggerate the probability of events which we notice,
to omission bias which leads us to choose inactivity rather than risk making a mistake. Among these, confirmation
bias, that is, the tendency of humans to look for information which is coherent with their own belief system, plays a
vital role in the processes of selection and diffusion of information. Despite the almost infinite variety of information
available, users of the internet tend to divide themselves
into bubbles, each one characterised by its own narrative
and vision of the world, so-called echo chambers (Del Viacrio, et al., 2016). Within each community, the users share
their interests, select information, discuss and reinforce
their own beliefs around a shared narration of the world.
The circulation of information is, in fact, guide by the aforementioned confirmation bias and homophily, the tendency of people to associate and create bonds with others who
are similar to themselves. The people involved tend to form
polarised groups whose members are united by a shared
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narrative and, immersed in the echo chamber, they acquire
information which is coherent with their vision of the world,
even if false (Zollo & Quattrociocchi, 2018a; Zollo & Quattrociocchi, 2018b). The members of different (and conflicting)
echo chambers rarely interact and, when this happens, the
discussion degenerates, especially if it is prolonged (Zollo
et al., 2015). Reactions to attempts to correct wholly or partially false information (debunking) is not dissimilar. In fact,
a so-called backfire effect can be observed (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). The correction is perceived as a further attempt
to manipulate the information, and ends up reinforcing the
original positions (Zollo et al., 2017). By measuring the heterogeneity of the user's activity, it is also possible to quantify the number of different sources of information accessed
by the individual. What has been observed is that, as the
level of activity (total number of likes) and the lifetime (interval between the first and the last action of a user on their
platform2) increases, the number of different sources with
which they interact decreases (Schmidt et al, 2017). In particular, while users characterised by low levels of activity
and lifetime interact with about 100 different pages a year,
30 a month, and 10 a week, these values are much lower
for the more active and long-term participants who inter-

2. Limited to the interval of observation.
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act with around 10 pages a year and less than 4 pages a
month or a week (fig. 1). The Facebook content looked at,
therefore, is dominated by selective exposure, revealing the
natural tendency of its users to restrict their activity to a
limited number of pages, concentrating their attention on
certain subjects (and reasonings) at the expense of others,
thus contributing to the formation of a strongly polarised
community, characterised by completely separate groups
(Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Maximum number of unique news sources with which users with increasing levels of lifetime (top) and activity (bottom) interacted (yearly, weekly and
monthly, respectively) (Fonte: Schmidt et al., 2017)
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Left: the nodes of the graph indicate the English language sources of information on Facebook globally. There is an arc between any two nodes having at least one
user in common. The thickness of the arc indicates the number of these users. Thanks to community detection algorithms, it is possible to determine five different
communities, distinguished by colour. Right: the polarisation of the users. The vertices of the pentagon represent the five largest communities, and the central point
all of the remaining ones. The position of each dot is determined by the number of communities the user interacts with. The size and the transparency indicate the
number of users in that position. (Source: Schmidt et al., 2017)
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The empirical evidence suggests, therefore, that the
circulation of disinformation is connected to the growing
segregation of the users in echo chambers. To contrast disinformation in and, in general, to promote more effective communication, it is crucial to reduce polarisation. To this end, the
behaviour of users and their interaction with content can be
used to determine in advance the topics which are potentially subject to disinformation in the short term (Del Vicario et
al., 2019). On average, 24 hours pass between the publication
of a piece of news on Facebook and the appearance of the
first “false” counterparts. (Figure 3). The time available to act,
therefore, is limited but the early identification of these targets could make it possible to develop appropriate strategies
of communication and counter narrative, to get information
wildfires under control in good time. Knowing the potential
objectives, journalists and communicators could get in ahead
and inform people more effectively, avoiding the fuelling of
the polarisation of users. With this end in mind, we are working within the European QUEST3 project to quantitatively
define, test and evaluate, together with the various players
involved, different strategies for improving science communication on social media, paying particular attention to sensitive and highly polarising themes such as climate change and
vaccines (Schmidt et al., 2018).

3. Project EU H2020 QUEST: https://questproject.eu
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Figure 3: Probability distribution function (PDF) of the temporal distance
between the first appearance of an entity on official news and its consequent
first appearance on fake news (Source: Del Vicario et al., 2019)

It is important to promote a culture of openness
which underlines the importance of discussion and critical
thinking, together with a greater knowledge both of digital
tools and of our limits (and bias) as humans. On this point, it
is interesting to remember that the awareness that certain
biases exist and can influence our judgement does not make
us immune to them nor does it necessarily make us capable
of recognising them. The recognition of bias in “others”,
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together with the denial of its impact on ourselves are often
inevitable, and can give rise to misunderstandings and
conflicts which make it difficult to find a common ground.
In spite of that, it remains of fundamental importance to
be conscious that certain mechanisms exist in all human
beings and cannot only be ascribed to certain groups or
categories of individuals (usually “the others”).
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I

s what we do really a job? And what does it mean to
work in the communication of science? These questions were the start-ing point of the journey undertaken
by PiCS and it has taken us further than expected.

The framework for the communication of science
that emerges from this preliminary stage of the project is
extremely rich and varied. The sketchnotes tend to simplify
but, at the same time, highlight the complexity of the
relations that exist within it. Sectors generally perceived
to be quite distant from each other find themselves to be
surprisingly close, if not actually overlapping. As in the case
of scientific journalism and art.

The professional deontology of the scientific
journalist provides for elements such as independence,
the promotion of critical thinking, and care not to separate
facts from values and scientific content from political and
social aspects. The characteristics of the artist, seen as
a “philosopher of contemporaneity”, are independence
and freedom, attention to social aspects by means of the
integration of facts and values. These two, apparently
distant, spheres actually share a large part of their ethical
principles. These would make a good starting point for the
definition of the necessary ethical minimum common
denominator for scientific communicators; necessary, that
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is, to define an identity for this heterogeneous professional
category, and consequently, to promote this identity in the
public imagination.

“grey areas” could (and, in our opinion, should) promote the
growth of trust in com-municators of science and scientists
themselves.

Many of the reflections shared in the course of the
meetings, and those proposed in the insights produced
by the single members of the work group, revolve around
three great dichotomies. And they demonstrate that, in
reality, these dichotomies are only apparent.
The first sees, on the one hand, the uncertainty and
complexity of science and, on the other, the existence of
a truth (in relation to reality). The apparent incompatibility
of these two “poles” can generate a series of obstacles and
difficulties for science communicators. And yet, uncertainty
can coexist with truth.
The second dichotomy sees, on the one hand, the
ability of the communicator to be pleasing to a broad public (“pop” communication) and, on the other, the ability to
aim for quality and rig-our. This contrast, too, can be overcome. Enjoyability and quality can co-exist.
Finally, the third dichotomy opposes, on one hand,
the need for scientific communication to promote “critical thinking” (in relation to the products and processes of
science, and the relative policies etc.) against, on the other
hand, the need to win the trust of a public which tends to
look for simple solutions to complex problems. Making accessible not only the achievements of science but also the

These three dichotomies are not the only ones to be
found in the panorama of the communication of science
but are the ones that emerged most clearly in the course
of this specific project. Working in science communication
entails managing, in some way, to overcome and deal with
these apparent contradictions adequately. To do so it is
necessary to equip oneself with a series of “tools”. The philosophy and history of science, pedagogy, the cognitive and
social sciences, artistic research and (obviously) scientific
research are some of the places we may go to find them.
The process being carried forward by PiCS confirms a
result that has emerged in other re-search contexts, that is,
the need to adopt a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
approach. It would actually be desirable to aim at transdisciplinarity, a practice that has perhaps been tried and tested,
and is more familiar, in the art world. And it is to be hoped
that we can start to talk seriously in Italy about the “science
of science communication” as a discipline in its own right,
which uses the heterogeneous tools belonging to consolidated disciplines but which has all the requirements necessary to conduct rigorous and systematic investigations in
order to produce knowledge relatively autonomously.

Conclusions e prospects
In order to fuel a deep reflection on the communication of science it is clear that, apart from the tools-skills
which must be acquired, it is also necessary to define the
objectives of the communicator. And, even before that, to
define the motives that drive a person to work in the field
of science communication. This inevitably leads us to focus
on and to discuss our ethical principles; a fundamental
stage in the process of defining who we are and gaining
the recognition of the outside world.
The PiCS project started with a series of questions and
has arrived, in the end, at a new question. We do a job which
is often not recognised as such (by the world of work, by the
Academy, by the public itself, etc). To do it we will have to
arm ourselves with a large number of tools and skills. Then
we will have to apply these skills in a transdisciplinary or, at
the very least, interdisciplinary way.
Why do we do it?
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FRAME - Divagazioni scientifiche

Fabiana Zollo

A group of professionals in the field of science
communication with years of experience in planning
and organising science festivals, outreach events,
exhibitions, high-level training activities, workshops
and published works. They are the creators of the
Food&Science Festival in Mantova as well as the
project Strambinaria – Folle di Scienza in Strambino,
a small town in the North of Italy, which is aimed at
the community of science communicators and which
originated in close connection with the PICS research
group.
The members of FRAME are Alberto Agliotti,
Emiliano Audisio, Francesca Calvo, Enrica Favaro,
Vincenzo Guarnieri and Beatrice Mautino.
www.weareframe.it

Researcher at the Department of Environmental
Science, Informatics and Statistics at the Ca' Foscari
University of Venice, where she takes part in the
research projects of the Data & Complexity Laboratory
and she is a fellow member of the Center for
Humanities and Social Change. Her research interests
mainly regard the dynamics of the production and
diffusion of online information. Her research findings
have been published in prestigious international
journals and reported by some of the most important
national and international media.
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Pier Luigi Capucci

Renato Bruni

Teacher, media expert and journalist. Since the
early ‘80 he has been concerned with the relationships among arts, sciences and technologies. He has
been a teacher at the universities of Rome “La Sapienza”, Bologna, Florence, Urbino, at the SUPSI in Lugano, and at the fine arts academies of Carrara and
NABA in Milan. He published the books Realtà del virtuale (1993); Il corpo tecnologico (1994); Arte e tecnologie (1996); art*science. The New and History (2018)
and Arte e complessità (2018). He is the president of
Noema, an online magazine devoted to culture-sciences-technologies interrelations and influences. He
is the founder of art*science, a research project regarding art and climate change.
http://plc.noemalab.eu/plc/

Associate professor of Pharmaceutical Biology
at the Food and Drug Department of the University
of Parma where he studies the links between plants,
chemistry and wellbeing as Scientific Director of
the Botanical Garden and member of the School of
Advanced Studies on Food and Nutrition. For over
ten years he has discussed the relationships between
mankind and plants on social media and on his blog
Erba Volant. He published Erba volant (Codice, 2015),
Le piante son brutte bestie (Codice, 2017), Mirabilia
(Codice, 2018), Bacche, superfrutti e piante miracolose
(Mondadori, 2019).
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Vincenzo Crupi

Nicola Facciotto

Professor of Philosophy of Science and director
of the Center for Logic, Language, and Cognition at
the University of Turin. He studied and carried out
research both in Italy and abroad, including London,
Venice, Marseille and Munich. Knowledge, uncertainty
and the limits of human rationality are the central
themes of his work which also drive his interest in
science communication.

Founder of “Kalatà – progetti per fare cultura”,
one of the first companies in Italy to operate in the
field of promoting and enhancing Italy's cultural heritage and activities, and to have obtained, in 2014, recognition as a “social enterprise”: this type of organisation makes it possible to apply management and
operational methods typical of the entrepreneurial
model to the 'not for profit' sector. This allows to develop efficient systems for the sustainability of the
projects and to strengthen the strategic approach.
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Daniela Ovadia

Jacopo Sacquegno

Scientific journalist, she studied medicine and
cognitive neuropsychology. She is the scientific director of the Center for Ethics in Science and Journalism
and co-director of the Neuroscience and Society Lab
at the University of Pavia. She teaches at the Sapienza
University in Rome and at the University of Pavia. She
is the scientific communication consultant for AIRC
(The Italian Foundation for Cancer Research) and the
European School of Oncology. She writes for some of
the most important italian scientific magazines (Le
Scienze; Mind; Focus). Together with Silvia Bencivelli,
she published “È la medicina Bellezza! Perché è difficile parlare di salute” (Galileo Literary Prize finalist in
2017) for Carocci.

Trained as a molecular biologist, he is a professional in the field of Visual Thinking and the visualisation of scientific methods and processes. He devises sketchnotes and animated videos illustrating key
concepts and their interconnections in order to help
people to reflect on and synthesise different ideas
and points of view and to manage complexity. He has
worked at dozens of events, conferences and scientific congresses to create a visual representation of the
content in real time. With his brand Visual Teams he
works to create formats that facilitate organisational
and decisional processes based on visual supports
www.jacoposacquegno.com
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